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Abstract
In 1959 the initial structure of the Beaver Stadium was disassembled and re-erected in
its current location. Thanks to the abundance of open space adjacent to the stadium,
the subsequent athletic structures were constructed on East Campus. However, Rec
Hall that is one of the main athletic structures of the campus is still located on West
Campus. The distance between the two structures, as well as the typology of spaces
between them – to say, academic and residential buildings close to the Rec Hall and
vast open parking spaces surrounding Beaver Stadium – further intensify the
detachment of Rec Hall from the athletic department’s zone.
My thesis is a design proposal for improving the connectivity of the stadium to the
campus context. A set of architectural strategies are identified and their validity is
explored via the analysis of the design approaches taken for addressing similar issue in
five collegiate on-campus stadiums.
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Chapter 1 Darrell K. Royal Stadium, The University of Texas at Austin
1.1. Introduction
The early development of Penn State’s athletic facilities and fields were concentrated in
the northern extension of the campus adjacent to agricultural land and other
undeveloped property.

Figure 1: Beaver Field

The construction of Rec Hall and Beaver Stadium solidified the athletic precinct in the
areas adjacent to the present Nittany Lion Inn at the corner of Park Avenue and Atherton
Street.
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Figure 2: The location of Beaver Field before 1959

The subsequent relocation and expansion of Beaver Stadium in 1959 lead to the
concentration of athletic buildings and fields to the eastern boundary of the campus

Figure 3: Aerial view of the athletic zone of Penn State’s University Park Campus
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Today, the eastern campus is primarily occupied by athletic facilities, surface parking, and
pasture land for animal grazing:
1. Beaver Stadium (1959)
2. All Sports Museum (2002)
3. Bryce Jordan Center (1996)
4. Intramural Building (1975)
5. Beard Field (2011)
6. Tennis courts
7. Natatorium (1969)
8. Holuba Hall (1986)
9. Multisport Indoor Facility (1999)
10. Medlar Field (2006)
11. Track and Field Stadium
12. Pegula Ice Rink (2013)
Rec Hall is now programmatically isolated as the line athletic facility in the area.
The newly constructed Intramural Building expansion, Pegula Ice Rink and possible
Natatorium Building expansion extend athletic programming along Curtin Street heading
back to the center of campus.

Figure 4: Pegula Ice Arena

Transportation infrastructure improvements have made Curtin Road into the primary east
west corridor for pedestrians, cyclists and bus passengers, thus linking the athletic zoned
region to the academic heart of the campus.
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Figure 5: Curtin Road

This proposal entitled “From Symbiosis to Integrity: Improving the connectivity of Beaver
Stadium to the University Park Campus of Penn State University” seeks to extend and
intensify the east-west linkage from Beaver Stadium to Rec Hall, reuniting the two former
neighbors by means of a pedestrian and cycling route promoting physical activity along the
circulation route while introducing a safer environment segregated from motor vehicles.
The design criteria for the proposal are as follows:
1. Design a set of urban furniture to reflect the academic/athletic identity of the route
2. Propose a pavement pattern to further distinguish the route
3. Propose the appropriate location of installing the furniture to facilitate physical
activities
4. Design a gate for the Beaver Stadium for better defining the eastern end of the route
5. Use blue and white as the institutional colors of Penn State University
6. Design a ceremonial path for the Beaver Stadium
1.2. Thesis Structure
The next five chapters are dedicated to case studies. Each case study is covered in one
chapter. In each case study a brief history and the general information about the stadium
is provided. The campus development plans and their main expansion strategies are
discussed and the pre-renovation condition of each stadium is reviewed. Finally, the
design approaches taken for the renovation of the stadiums and their surrounding
environments are studied.
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In the final chapter of the thesis, the design proposal for improving the connectivity of the
Beaver Stadium to Rec Hall is provided.
1.2.1. Case Studies
To study the proposals for renovating other on-campus stadiums, six projects
were chosen. The selection criteria were as follows:
a. On-campus
Collegiate stadiums can be classified into two categories: On-campus and
off-campus. Since Beaver Stadium is an on-campus stadium, all the case
studies are on-campus stadiums as well.
b. Peripheral
On-campus stadiums can be categorized into two categories based on their
location: peripheral and central. Since Beaver Stadium is a peripheral oncampus stadium, four of the five case studies were selected from peripheral
on-campus stadiums. Although Notre Dame Stadium is not a peripheral
stadium today, it was a peripheral stadium at the time of construction.
Furthermore, its innovative renovation redefines the spatial boundaries
between the academic and athletic zones.
c. Capacity
Beaver Stadium is the second largest collegiate stadium in the United
States. Thus, all the case studies are among the largest collegiate stadiums
nationwide.
d. Football History
Not all the universities have stadiums or football teams. The importance of
football is declining in some universities; in a way that they have reduced
the capacity of their venues (such as Stanford University). Some other
universities don’t have long histories of participation or championship in
football leagues. However, Penn State’s football program is wellestablished and nationally recognized. In the same way, all the case studies
are the hosts of some of the most successful collegiate football teams.
e. Campus Size
The University Park Campus of Penn State University is one of the largest
campuses in the United States. Except for the stadium of the University of
Notre Dame, all the stadiums of the case studies are located in large
campuses.
f. Student Population
Penn State University has one of the highest rates of student enrollment in
the country. All the case studies, except Notre Dame’s stadium, belong to
universities with high enrollment rates.
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g. Distance from Downtown
The distance from the stadiums to the downtown of their respective cities is
less than 1.5 miles.
h. Renovation
All the case study stadiums are recently renovated or are planned to get
renovated.
Based on these criteria, Bryant-Denny Stadium of the University of Alabama, Kyle Field of
Texas A&M University, Memorial Stadium of Michigan University, Darrell K. Royal Stadium of
the University of Texas at Austin and Notre Dame Stadium of the University of Notre Dame are
selected.
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Chapter2
Darrell K. Royal-Texas Memorial Stadium, Austin, Texas
1. Stadium
1.1.

General Information

Darrell K. Royall Stadium, the home of Texas Longhorns since 1924, is the largest football-only
venue by seating capacity in the State of Texas and the largest in the Big 12 Conference. It is
the 6th largest stadium in the United States, and the only 100k+ stadium with not fully
enclosed bowl. [4]
1.2.

The history of the stadium

In 1923, L. Theo Bellmont, the former athletics director of University of Texas at Austin, along
with 30 student leaders proposed the construction of a stadium to replace the wooden
bleachers of Clark Field. The stadium was initially built as a dual facility with a 440-yard track
surrounding the football field. The construction of the facility was financed from donations
from students and alumni. [4]

Figure 1: The Stadium in 1927- The initial design was composed of 2 concrete stands west and east sides
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In 1996, the Stadium was named after Darrell K. royal, the legendary coach of the Texas
Longhorns, who led the team to 3 national championships and 11 Southwest Conference
titles. [4]
1.3.

Major Renovations and Expansions

1926: Horseshoe built on the north end
1948: 2 L-shaped sections added the east and west stands
1971: upper-deck added to the west side
1986: The Venom F. “Doc” Neuhaus-Darrell K Royal Athletic Center completed at the south
end
1997: 14 stadium suites added to the west side, underside of the stands remodeled to add a
concession plaza and visitors’ locker room
1998: addition of a 5000-seat upper deck on east side including 52 new stadium suites, and
13000 sq. ft. private club room
1999: track removed, the field was lowered by feet to accommodate new front-row and fieldlevel seats on the west and east grandstands
2006: addition of 432 club seats to the west side and 4000 bleacher seats behind the south
end zone
2009: construction of a new Football Academic Center and a new Hall of Fame
1.4.

Importance of Football in University of Texas at Austin

In 2010, the athletic department of the University of Texas at Austin reported that their
football program had generated the biggest revenue (138.5 million dollars) amongst
universities nationwide. [2] Furthermore, DeLoss Dodds, the athletic director of the university
mentioned that the revenue from the stadium’s renovation program is about 24 million
dollars per year (which exceeds the facility’s construction debt by 10 million dollars annually).
[5] The figures become more significant if we consider that the average programs saw
revenue generation decline during the fiscal years of 2007-2009.
Jim Isch, the operating officer of NCAA explained that “These schools [University of Texas at
Austin, Louisiana State University, and Texas A&M University] are the anomalies. They are
playing for the national football championships, they have tradition, [and] people know that if
they don’t keep their tickets, someone else is standing in line to get them.” [5]
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The football team of the university is ranked second in NCAA’s all-time victories.

2. Campus development
2.1. History
The initial 40-acre parcel of establishing the campus was dedicated in 1881; but, it was in 1909
that the first master plan of the campus got prepared. Cass Gilbert, the designer of the master
plan, applied the Mediterranean Architecture style for defining the spatial structure of the
campus. [3] He emphasized on the monumentality and formality of major buildings within
the campus to establish an architectural image that is preserved today.
However, the spatial configuration of the campus was defined by Paul Cret who advocated
the application of courtyards for shaping exterior spaces and the usage of building walls for
defining the boundaries of large open spaces in 1933. His plan resulted in the axial
organization of the university’s campus. [6]
He proposed constructing terraces along the north-south axis of the campus with rows of
buildings along them. The east-west axis would cross the north-south axis at the location of
the Main Building. The central axis also acted as the symmetry line for defining the
geometrical form of buildings, open spaces and their relations to each other. He organized
the master plan around major North, South, East and West Malls. The malls bisected the
campus and continued beyond it to east and north. The secondary organizing elements were
the streets and walking paths that were parallel to one of the two main axes. [6]
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Figure 2: Cret’s 1933 Plan of Development for University of Texas at Austin

In developing the master plan, Cret was influenced by the design tradition of Ecole de Beaux
Arts (where he had studied) and Thomas Jefferson’s master plan of the University of Virginia.
He proposed a formal spatial configuration for the South Mall of the campus. The proposed
design’s proportions were modeled from University of Virginia’s central space. The design
terminated the space with the main library, as Jefferson had done before. [6]
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Figure 3: Cret’s schematic diagram for buildings and landscaping shows the formality of the spatial configuration
of the campus

The main difference between Cret’s master plan and the one proposed by Gilbert is in the
spatial configuration of open spaces. While in Gilbert’s design buildings were loosely located
amidst open green spaces, Cret’s application of proportionally-defined contained spaces
(malls, courtyards and quadrangles) provided a harmonious character to campus. [6]
In terms of landscaping, he chose low formal hedges to define the perimeters of open spaces
and used trees and shrubs to articulate the openings of buildings. [6]
Cret’s master plan had a lasting impact on the spatial configuration of the campus. His design
strategies were applied even as late as 1970’s. However, more buildings got constructed with
negligence to his design principles over time; in a way that by the end of 1970’s his vision of
integrity and coherency were almost lost. Introduction of vehicles had the most significant
impact on the spatial configuration of the campus (as well as the campuses of other
universities in the United States) and picturesque, walkable and spatially defined open spaces
were turned into parking lots.
2.2.

The Organizing Principles of the Latest Master Plan of the Campus
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The new master plan, as its design consultant describes, is different from the previous ones
since it has to deal with a mature and well established institution. [3] This is true about the
Pennsylvania State University’s campus in State College as well as the campuses of all the
other universities analyzed in my thesis.
Pelli Associates decided to apply a restorative approach that builds on this legacy and retains
the ideals established by Cret. But their design shifts its emphasis to reverse the social
fragmentation and loss of community that pressures of recent years have brought to bear. [6]
To reach this objective, they prepared a set of principles that the design has to address: [3]
1.
To return the core campus to pedestrians and keep vehicular traffic to the
edges of the campus
2.
To use the architectural language of Paul Cret’s original works as the point of
departure for the design of new structures
3.
To establish a community of landscaped open spaces, working in concert with
buildings to extend and reknit the campus
4.
To add substantially to on-campus housing, thus creating a more complete
academic community
5.
To establish new centers for student activity, reinforcing housing and academic
uses to enhance a full on-campus life
6.
To concentrate future construction in the core campus rather than on the
fringes
7.
To enhance public perception of and access to the campus through
strengthened identity and way-finding programs.
2.2.1. Strategies
The designers proposed the following solutions for addressing different
aspects of the new master plans objectives: [6]
1.

Access paths
a.
Vacating the streets passing through the core of the campus
from vehicles and turning them into pedestrian paths via implementing
appropriate walking surfaces, landscape elements, street furniture and
lighting. The displaced parking spaces should be relocated in new
structures in or around the campus core.
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b.
Service traffic should be restricted to specific times and
destinations.
c.
Pedestrian and bicycle path conflictions should be resolved via
creating new bicycle lanes and establishing a dismount zone within the
core of the campus.
2.

Architectural language

a.
Since studying and referring to the architectural characteristics of
revered places increases the harmony of the campus, new buildings must
correspond to the most revered buildings of the campus in terms of scale,
material, massing, proportion, color, shape and texture:
Material: Red tiles for roofs and limestone and golden bricks for walls
Shape: Pitched roofs overhanging the body of buildings
Façade composition: the buildings of the campus have more stone at their
base and more glass or openings at the top.
Openings: window openings should be cut into the masonry of the walls.
Windows should be grouped in even grids or A-B-A rhythm.
Entrances: entrances are located either at the center of the buildings or within
a tower-like element.
3.

Open spaces

a.
Planting, pavement and urban furniture should be applied for defining
new communal spaces that become the connective tissue of the campus and
collectively bind all the buildings within the campus.
b.
New structures should be sited to define the edges of new spaces and
appropriately scaled to reflect their size and use.
c.
New buildings’ footprints should define the sides, corners and ends of
public spaces.
d.

Open spaces of the campus fall into one of the following categories:

Malls: malls define the major axes of the campus and serve as ceremonial
pedestrian promenades.
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Courtyards: courtyards should have classical layouts and biaxial symmetry that
can be achieved via paving, planting, fountains and sculptures.
Plazas: plazas should be mainly used by pedestrians. Application of raised
planes can slow down vehicle traffic. Careful application of paving and
furniture can enhance their humane character.
Walking streets: walking streets are less singular than malls and plazas and are
dominated by pedestrians. Large trees should be planted on their sides and
recognizable paving should distinguish them from the rest of the paths.
Parks: pedestrian paths should be kept to minimum and pavements should be
removed. Careful selection and plantation of trees can add color variety to vast
grassy areas.
2.2.2. Implementation of the Strategies
1.

Access

Pedestrian movement is the most desirable means of transportation within
campuses and keeping campuses walking-friendly is a common objective of
campus master plan designers.
In case of the campus of the University of Texas at Austin, vehicular
transportation systems conflict with the pedestrian network. Cesar Pelli
Associates decided to bring the pedestrian movement to the forefront via
zoning and organizing the existing transportation networks.
a.

Malls

Malls are the most important public spaces in the campus and South Mall is the
grandest one that connects two monumental buildings (The Main Building
Tower and the dome of the Capitol Building).
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Figure 4: view from the South Mall Looking at the Main Building
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2.3.

The 2012 Master Plan

The most recent version of the campus’s master plan was published in 2012. The lead
consultant firm for designing the master plan was Sasaki Associates and Larry Speck and Page
Southerland Page participated for preparing the master planning and architectural design
guidelines respectively. [1]
The intent of preparing the master plan was to respond to recommendations 5 and 6 of the
Commission of 125 1: [1]
Recommendation five focused on the integration of academic planning and strategic goals
with facilities, infrastructure and financial resources.
Recommendation six asked the university to consistently make the best use of its facilities
while maintaining a superior campus environment.
The goal of the 2012 master plan is addressing the following items: [1]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Growth accommodation
Core campus revitalization
Central campus enhancement
Strategic partnership forgery
Facilitation of safe and more efficient mobility
Transformation of the Walker Creek/San Jacinto corridor
Improvement of the learning and research environments
Integration of the academic and residential life

The Central Campus that contains the Darrell K. Royal Stadium is located east of the Campus
Core and has specific spatial qualities that differentiate it from the Campus Core. It is less
dense, has less tree cover, has more asphalt and is less pedestrian-friendly. [1]
2.3.1. Organizational structure of the campus
The organizational framework of the campus ensures the harmonious growth of the
campus from its original core and ensures appropriate connectivity among different
parts of the campus.
Furthermore, it informs the pedestrian grid, the main four malls and the vehicle access.
1. Key buildings

1

The Commission of 125 was a group of citizens who explored the ways the University of Texas at Austin can
serve Texas and society during the next 25 years. [2]
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Mary E. Gearing Hall, Main Building (with the Clock Tower) and Darrell K. Royal
stadium are the three key buildings of the campus. Furthermore, the State
Capitol that is located off campus and to the south of the Main Building makes
a visual connection with the Clock Tower via the north-south axis.

Figure 5: Key buildings in the campus
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2. Major axes
Major axes define the four main malls of the campus. The Main Building is located
just above the intersection of the north-south and west-east axes.

Figure 6: Major axes of the campus
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3. Secondary axis
The secondary axis that is parallel to the main north-south axis, defines the
Speedway within the campus.

Figure 7: Secondary axis of the campus
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2.3.2. Design Objectives
1. Axes
The new master plan emphasizes on the role of the main axes in reinforcing the
physical and visual connectivity of different parts of the campus via
strengthening their edges: [1]
a. Central Campus: improvement of the transportation and landscape design
for changing the uninviting space of the north of the campus into a
comfortable and desirable destination

Figure 8: the current condition of the open space of the north of the stadium

a. North of the main building: streetscape improvement and strategic
building interventions
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Figure 9: the current condition of the open space of the north of the Main Building

b. Redesigning the landscape in addition to providing the needs of the
pedestrians, cyclists and service vehicles are the approaches for improving
the spatial configuration of the path and reinforcing its intimate and
human scale.
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Figure 10: The current condition of the Speed Way
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2.3.3. Central Campus
As the Core Campus reaches to its full capacity, further growth is probable to occur to
the east of Waller Creek. Today, Central Campus has plenty of open space for further
development and is considered as a valuable source for the physical growth of the
campus. In the 2012 master plan, the Medical Center of the university is proposed to
be located at the southern edge of the Central Campus.
In terms of spatial configuration, this section has a more suburban characteristic and
fewer links compared to the Campus Core’s orderly access grid.

Figure 11: Organization of buildings in Campus Core vs. Central Campus
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2.3.4 .Development objectives of the Central Campus section
The objectives fall into two main categories [1]
1. Enhancing the access network
Central Campus will be a pedestrian-oriented section a connected to Campus
Core via enhanced Waller Creek and San Jacinto Corridor crossings. East Mall
has the main role in connecting the two campus sections. Improvement of the
access network will be based on reduction of the conflict between the
pedestrian and motor routes while keeping the current bus routes.
2. Increasing the density of the area
Increasing the density of Central Campus provides it with an urban-like
characteristic and further similarity to the spatial qualities of Campus Core. To
this end, it is proposed to keep the maximum height of the buildings to 6
stories and FAR to 1.5 to 2.
The master plan proposes the relocation of two athletic facilities- to name, the
football practice facility, the Ervin Special Events Center and the Penick-Alison
Tennis Center for long-term future, though no specific site is proposed for their
relocation. However, the stadium will be kept at its location.
2.3.5. Site boundaries
Central Campus is bounded by East Dean Keaton Street to the north, Interstate 35 to
the East, San Jacinto Boulevard to the west and East 15th Street to the south. The area
of the Central Core is 182 acres.
The site is composed of vast parking areas and large irrigated lawns. [1] Compared to
the Campus Core, the wide streets, unshaded pathways and lack of seating areas
reflect the unfriendly character of the accessory network for pedestrians.

Figure 12: View from San Jacinto Boulevard
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Figure 13: Distribution of parking lots in Central Campus

Strategies applied for developing Central Campus
The designers decided to define a set of districts within the current street grid of the site.
Central Core is the reference pattern for the spatial organization of the section.
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Figure 14: The proposed design divides Central Campus into smaller sections

In terms of spatial configuration, the proposed design has the following characteristics:
1. Definition of a main north-south path that connects the two ends of the section and
creates a strong visual axis. This strategy reflects the main and secondary axes, as
space organizers, in the adjacent Core Campus
2. Secondary access paths that perpendicularly intersect with the main path are parallel
to each other and aligned to the east-west access paths of the Central Core as much as
possible. This pattern of access network definition is based on the same strategy used
in the Central Core.
3. The organization of buildings around the boundaries of districts provides further
formality to the spatial organization of the section, creation of well-defined street
edges and definition of the boundaries of the courtyard-like open spaces by buildings.
4. Definition of a maximum height restriction for the buildings of the section increases
the spatial harmony, provides a more organized skyline and reduces the FAR
difference between the two sections.
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5. The extension of the East Mall emphasizes on the constructive role of the east-west
axis of the Core Campus, defines the main connection path between the two sections
and enhances the visibility and accessibility of the Stadium as the only iconic building
located in the Central Campus
The proposed design tries to integrate Central Campus to Central Core as much at the
cost of the following items:
1. The academic department of the campus occupies majority of the available spaces
and leaves no room for future expansion of the athletic department.
2. No solution is provided for defining the spatial relationship between the Stadium, that
besides the Mike A. Myers Stadium is the only athletic structure in the section to its
adjacent academic buildings.
3. Almost all the athletic buildings except the two stadiums are removed from the
section without definition any substitute site for relocating them.
4. Although the physical connectivity of the stadium to the academic buildings is
enhanced significantly, the structure suffers further isolation in terms of function, as it
is the only building with a function different from its surrounding buildings
5. The proposal lacks a balanced development strategy for both the academic and
athletic departments and prioritization of the academic department is resulted in the
loss of the athletic zone’s identity.

Figure 15: Current athletic zone (left) and proposed athletic zone (right)
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6. Insist on definition of street edges via the exterior fronts of the buildings is turned into
the proposition of the addition of supplementary walls around the stadiums that alter
the visibility of the stadium and their relations to their surrounding context
significantly.
7. Although the lack of enough space is a major factor in substituting the surface parking
spaces and increasing the density of buildings in Central Campus, building in compact
manner around the stadiums and enclosing the open spaces via academic buildings in
the format of private courtyards removes the spaces used for tailgating during the
game days.

Figure 16: Current map of parking and tailgating places around the stadium
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Figure 17: The location of existing and proposed parking spaces

2.3.6. Proposed strategies for enhancing the access network around the stadium
The stadium is bounded by San Jacinto Boulevard to the west, East 23rd Street to the
north, Robert Dedman to the west, and East 20th Street to the south. East 23rd Street that is
located along the east-west axis of Core Campus is the main means of access to the
stadium. Unlike the tree-lined and pedestrian-oriented East or West malls in the Campus
Core, the East 23rd Street is a motor-vehicle-oriented barren road.
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Figure 18: East 23rd Street (top) has different spatial character from the malls (bottom)

In the proposal the 2-way bus traffic and diagonal pull-in stops are retained, but the street
gets narrowed down for widening the pedestrian paths. Moreover, trees will be planted along
the street. [1]

2.3.7. Transportation network development objectives
According to the 2012 master plan, the new pattern of transportation should address the
following issues [1]
1. Walking is the favored mode of transportation on the main campus and all other
modes of transportation should yield to pedestrians.
2. Transportation modes should have distinctive, but overlapping circulation
systems.
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1. Current transportation situation
a. Shuttle route
The shuttle system of the University of Texas at Austin is one of the largest
university shuttle systems in the country. It has 11 routes and more than 5.2
million passengers annually. [3]

Figure 19: The shuttle route map of the campus

Several bus stops are arranges around the stadium to provide proper access to the
facility from every direction. Majority of these bus stops are located along the East
23rd Street to which the two entrance gates of the stadium open.
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Figure 20: The location of bus stops adjacent to the stadium

b. Bike route
Currently the campus lacks specific bike routes and cyclists use the same
pedestrian and vehicular routes.
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A big garage at the west side of the Myers Stadium (Manor Garage) provides
parking spaces for the athletic zone. Furthermore, bike racks around the Darrell K.
Royal Stadium are also available.

Figure 21: The map of the current location of bike racks and garages in the campus

c. Car route
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Car access to the stadium is provided via East 23rd Street to the north, San Jacinto
Boulevard to the south, Robert Dedman Drive to the west, and East 20th Street to
the south.

Figure 22: Current car access map

d. Pedestrian route
Although pedestrian walkways along the car routes are available, they are not in
proper condition. Lack of shading seating facilities and lack of connectivity to the
rest of the pedestrian network of the campus reduce their intimate human
character.
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Figure 23: Typical pedestrian paths around the stadium

2. Proposed transportation system
a. Shuttle route
The master plan indicates that the current shuttle routes will be maintained.
Furthermore, no additional routes are suggested. [1]
b. Bike route
The master plan clarifies that the key to definition of a successful bicycle network
through the campus is provision of good connections and paths, parking spaces
and support services. [1]
Suggested strategies are as follows:
1. Definition of specific cycling corridors for avoiding bicycle and pedestrian
routes confliction.
2. Definition of a bicycle track along 21st Street, and an off-street path along
Waller Creek between Dean Keaton Street and Martin Luther King Boulevard
for direct cross-campus access
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Figure 24: Proposed bicycle network

3. Bicycle parking spaces should be unobtrusive but accessible via bicycle paths.
c. Car route
The only major change in the pattern of vehicular network of the campus is
dedication of the 23rd East Street to pedestrian usage. However, adjacent routes
are kept accessible for buses for maintaining vehicular transportation flexibility
d. Pedestrian route
The list of the items to be considered for improving the pedestrian network of the
campus is as follows: [1]
1. Paving
2. Shade
3. Freedom from obstruction
I believe that the following items can be added to the list:
1. Width variety based on the level of usage
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2. Spatial configuration in relation to other paths such as parallel bicycle lanes or
car routes
3. Provision of appropriate urban furniture such as enough seating facilities,
lighting and signage
4. Improvement of the connectivity of the pedestrian paths of different sections
of the campus

Figure 25: Proposed pedestrian network

The proposed pedestrian network succeeds in improving the pedestrian accessibility of the
stadium and further connecting the Campus Core to Central Campus physically and visually.
Provision of several walking malls adjacent to the stadium improves the human scale of the
structure and increases its integrity to the campus. The diversity of pedestrian types around
the stadium increases the spatial variety of this means of transportation.
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2.3.8. Samples of implementing the strategies defined for improving the
transportation network
The master plan provides a section of San Jacinto Boulevard’s current situation as well as the
section of the proposed design to illustrate the spatial configuration of the boulevard after
the addition of street trees and bike path as well as modification of walkway widths and level
of auto access and removal of parking.

Figure 26: Existing condition of the boulevard (the stadium is located on the left side of the image)

Figure 27: The cross-section of the proposed boulevard layout
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And another sample shows the proposed streetscape improvement strategy for Robert
Dedman Drive:

Figure 28: Existing condition of the drive (the stadium is visible in the background)

Figure 29: The cross-section of the proposed drive layout

2.3.9. Architectural guidelines
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Paul Cret believed that the buildings of the University of Texas at Austin should be related,
but independent. [1] His comment reflects the importance of connectivity as a major and
constructive parameter in designing individual buildings or improving their relationship with
their surrounding spaces.
The master plan insists on the application of the following items for preserving the collective
spatial identity of the campus: [1]
1. Buildings should create well defined spaces.
This item refers to the improvement of the civic character of the buildings and
improvement of the pedestrian environments
2. The consistency of the fabric of buildings on campus should be tempered by exceptions
that create local focus as well as campus-wide focus.
3. A wide variety of building typologies should be employed in response to varied
programmatic needs.
This item addresses the need for mediating between the pedestrian scale and the scale of
the whole of the building.
4. Even as structures in the campus grow in size, they should maintain a human scale.
5. Buildings should accentuate and make visible the vitality and richness of campus life.
This item addresses the façade treatment at entry points to the buildings as well
assignment of public functions at the street level of the buildings.
6. The broad palette of materials already employed on the campus should be used as a
source book for future material choices.
7. Besides the color that results from the use of natural materials, applied color can also be
used as a source book for future material choices.
8. Building character should be responsive to the need to mitigate the strong sun and provide
relieving shade in the hot Texas climate.
9. Durability, performance, and long-term sustainability should drive architectural character
significantly.
10. Good value and practicality in terms of contemporary construction practices should be
significant determinates of architectural character. The architectural character of new
buildings on the campus should depict the university as a progressive and future oriented
institution.
This item addresses the application of design creativity and innovation based on the
common principles that define the architectural character of the campus buildings.
3. Visual Aspects of the stadium
Based on the architectural guidelines defined by the master plan, we can assess the visual
characteristics of the stadium:
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1. The proposed master plan gives top priority to walkable paths in defining the system
of transportation around the stadium. The expansion of the East Mall emphasizes the
original major axes of the campus, provides a common means of spatial organization
between the Campus Core and Central Campus and brings pedestrian plazas close to
the north side of the stadium.
However, elimination of the surface parking spaces and provision of substitute parking
structures at farther locations to the stadium and tailgating at the remnant open
spaces around the stadium (mostly the pedestrian plaza to the north of the stadium or
the north-south axis that intersects it can disturb appropriate transportation between
the Campus Core and the Central Campus.
2. The stadium, due to its unique function and size has been a campus-wide focus since
1924. The adjacency of the proposed walking mall to the north of the stadium and the
north-south proposed axis of the Central Campus as well as its location at the
intersection of these two axes further emphasizes the iconic aspect of the structure in
local and campus-wide scale.
3. The semi-closed oval shape of the building defines a unique architectural
configuration. However the proposition of constructing secondary flat exterior walls
for keeping the strategy applied for defining the edges of streets may disturb the
readability of the physical configuration of the building.
4. The typology of stadiums prevent designing outward stepping-down terraces.
However, provision of adequate levels of fenestration and increasing the penetrability
of the structure can reduce the dominating presence of the building. The master plan
does not provide any specific recommendations about the exterior of the stadium;
thus analyzing the current condition of the exterior surface of the structure can define
the probable solutions for enhancing the intimacy of the structure.
The openness of the stadium at one end significantly reduces the massive scale of the
structure.
Furthermore, application of a lattice of bar-shaped architectural elements rather than
flat continuous surfaces on two sides enhances friendliness character of the building.
However, the west elevation of the structure (that faces the Core Campus) is mainly
composed of large, impenetrable flat surfaces. Renovation of this side of the stadium
based on the design strategy applied for the other two sides and the architectural
principles defined by the master plan can improve the image of the venue, define a
unified architectural language for the facades of the building and make it a more
welcoming structure.
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Figure 30: The open end of the stadium

Figure 31: North and east elevations of the stadium
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Figure 32: West elevation of the stadium
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5. The main entrances of the stadium are accentuated via two vertical elements at their
sides and pedestrian plazas at their fronts.

Figure 33: An entrance gate to the stadium

6. The exterior facades of the stadium are composed of a variety of materials that are
widely used in other buildings of the campus as well.
7. Further application of the university’s color or usage of flags, signs or mascots,
specifically at the entrance gates of the stadium can better reflect the institutional
identity of the stadium.

Figure 34: Architectural details of one of the entrance gates of the stadium
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8. The stadium has no internal (seating area) or external shelters. The exterior facades of
the stadium lack canopies.
9. Application of durable materials as well as continuous maintenance and multiple
renovation projects define the importance of keeping the 90-year-old structure at
premium condition for the university officials.
10. The overall architectural design of the building and specifically the exterior facades of
the structure define that the designers in charge of renovating the stadium have not
imitated the works of their precedents, though we can find similarities among some
elements of the stadium and other buildings of the campus (please note the
resemblance between the side towers of the entrances of the stadium and the Clock
Tower in the Campus Core).
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Chapter 3 Kyle Field, Texas A&M University
1.

College Station

College Station is a college town in East Central Texas. In 2012, the city had a population of
97534. The city is the home of the main campus of Texas A&M University and owes its
existence and name to the university’s adjacency to a railroad. In terms of education level, the
city is the 1st city in Texas and the 11th nationwide.
In terms of climate, the city is located in a subtropical and temperate region where winters are
mild and summers are hot. Snow and ice is very rare in College Station. [1]

2.

Texas A&M University

Texas A&M University is the flagship institution of higher education system in College Station.
It is the 1st and the largest public university in the State of Texas and the 4th largest in the
United States. The university was established in 1876, just 16 years after the establishment of
College Station. 18 years later, the university found its football team. Till now, the team has
won 18 Southwest Conference championships, 3 Big 12 South Division championships, 1 Big
12 championship, and 1 national championship. [2]

3.

Kyle Field

Kyle Field has been the home of Texas A&M University’s football team since 1904. With the
capacity of 82589, it is the 3rd largest football only venue in Texas, the 16th largest in the
United States, and the 29th worldwide.
The press box of the stadium, one of the bests in the nation, is a 2-tier structure that seats 120
feet above the field. [3]

4.

Campus Evolution

4.1

1876-1908

In 1884 the railroad depot was built west of campus on axis with Old Main. Today, the axis
that is the first organizational element of the campus is Wellborn Road. [8]
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Since its foundation the campus is developed along an east-west axis that includes the Old
Main and Wellborn Road. The original campus was a 2416 treeless prairie and the first
building was the Old Main that is located at the high point on the prairie. The initial structure
of the campus was composed of 2 main buildings (the Old Main and the President’s Home
that later was changed into the Gathright Hall) and 5 other buildings. [5]

Figure 1: the campus in 1883

Simpson Drill Field, Old Main Drive and the Academic Quad were developed during this
period.
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Figure 2: Simpson Drill Field, Old Main Drive and the Academic Quad

The buildings constructed in this period are characterize by picturesque massing and either
Victorian or Second Empire in style. Most of the buildings were designed by Larmour or
Eugene Heiner of Huston. [5]

Figure 3: Pfeuffer Hall constructed in 1887
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4.2

1909-1919

The period begins with the appointment of the first architect of the campus, F. E. Geisecke,
and the first landscape architect of the campus, F. W. Hensel in 1908. Geisecke held the
position till 1912 when Rolland Adelsberger was substituted as the second architect of the
campus of Texas A&M University.

Figure 4: Geisecke’s proposed master plan (1910)

Compared to the architectural characteristics of the building constructed during the first
period, new buildings followed the classical principles in terms of proportion, composition
and rhythm. Classic style was the main architecture style during the next two decades. [5]
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Figure 5: Guion Hall Constructed in 1918

Furthermore, the first master plan of the campus was approved in 1915. The master plan was
developed to address the following issues: [5]
a.

Development of a quad east of the Academic Building

b.

Infill of quad to the west of the Academic Building

c.

Development of housing quads

d.

Construction of a legible street system

e.

Construction of the Military Walk.
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Figure 6: Military Walk
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4.3.

1920-1941

Military Walk served as a processional route till 1970s. Although it still exists today, it is not a
functioning street anymore. [12]
The pictures below show the architecture details used during this period of time.

Figure 7: Details of the entrance of Scoates Hall (1932)

During this period 14 new dormitory buildings were constructed that were modest in scale
and detail. However, their arrangement defined the departure from the initial east-west axis
and the definition of the new north-south axis.
4.4.

1942-1962

During this period, the design of new buildings did not follow the architectural principles that
were used in the past. However, they still created well-defined open spaces in the format of
quadrangles and streets. [10]
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Figure 8: Richard Coke Building (1951)

4.5.

1963-2003

Suburbanization of the campus occurred during this period. Introduction of cars to the
campus resulted in the dedication of vast open spaces to parking lots. Thus, the expansion of
the campus did not follow the principles of the hierarchy of open/closed spaces. This caused
the construction of buildings that did not create identifiable open spaces.
During this period, the campus grew considerably to the west of Wellborn Road and
specifically in this new zone, buildings with odd footprints that were the results of programdriven design approaches were constructed.
Although Schrickel, Rollins and Associates prepared a master plan for the campus in 1981,
they had to revise their design just 9 years later due to drawbacks such as lack of axial
connection between east and west of the campus, linkage across Wellborn Road and the
railroad, and distance from east campus. [11]
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Figure 9: Zachry Engineering Center (1972)

4.6.

2004-present

In 2004, the university had around 33000 parking spaces for a student population of 45000.
Out of these 33000 parking spaces, around 23000 ones were surface lots that occupied about
159 acres of the campus. [13]

Figure 10: Aerial view of the campus in 2002
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The campus is mainly bound by vast green areas on 3 sides and its connectivity to Bryan area
(the downtown of College Station) is under-developed.

Figure 11: View of University Drive, the border of the campus (east) and the Northgate area (west)

Figure 12: Vast green areas weaken the physical connectivity of the campus to the context of College Station
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4.6.1. Spatial configuration of the campus
4.6.1.1. East campus
East campus hosts the historic core of the campus and has an identifiable architectural
character defined by the early design principles of the campus developed in the beginning of
the previous century. Most of the buildings are between 2 to 4 stories high and are generally
designed to line the streets and frame open spaces. The overall quality of the open spaces
(such as streets and quadrangles) is improved via the mature landscape of this section of the
campus. [1]

Figure 13: Mature landscape in east campus

4.6.1.2.

West campus

The buildings in west campus are inwardly focused and do not define well-structured open
spaces. The over-scaled and free-form streets have no relationship to east campus. Lack of
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well-defined spatial structure is identified by a mixture of immature and mature specimen
and vast areas that are dedicated to surface parking areas. [1]

Figure 14: Lack of civic structure in west campus

5.

2004 campus master plan

5.1.

Strategic recommendations

The master plan provides the following recommendations for enhancing the spatial quality of
the campus: [1]
a.
Extend the existing civic and landscape structure of the historic core through to West
Campus
b.
Unite East and West into one campus by building development along the central axis
of the campus
c.

Increase the building density of the Mid and West campus

d.

Create new quadrangles in the west part of the campus

e.

Redevelop Wellborn Road as a tree-lined Boulevard

f.

Develop 2 underpasses under Wellborn Road and the railroad

g.

Redevelop University Drive as a safe, pedestrian-friendly, tree-lined boulevard
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h.
Replace surface parking with green spaces, buildings and garages, and limit private
vehicles to the perimeter of the campus
i.

Improve the quality of the campus architecture and landscape

5.2.

Implementation of the recommendations

In terms of civic structure, it is proposed to consider the historic core as a design reference for
enhancing the spatial character of the campus. To this end, it is proposed to expand the core
to the west of the campus via enhancing the east-west axis.

Figure 15: The proposed Campus Civic Structure Plan

The master plan explains that improvement of the west-east axis can enhance the
connectivity of the two parts of the campus and encourage walking as the main means of
transportation. The proposed approaches are as follows:
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a.
Keeping the lines of trees on either side of New Main Drive and avoiding the
construction of new buildings along it. The drive will serve as a ceremonial path for the
campus. [1]

Figure 16: View of the New Main Drive at the time of preparation of the master plan

b.
Construction of 2 garage structure on either side of the Williams administration
Building to remove surface parking lots, improve the east line of the street, strengthen the
dominance of the Administration Building and the main entry to the campus. [1]
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Figure 17: The condition of East Lawn area in 2004

Figure 18: Master Plan’s proposed design for East Lawn area

c.

Improvement of the pedestrian connectivity of buildings in East Quad.
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Figure 19: the existing condition (up) and proposed design (down) of East Quad
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d.
Application of tree planting, paver installation and non-obstructive seating provision
for enhancing the East-West walks and the Library Quad. [1]

Figure 20: the existing condition (up) and proposed design (down) of the Library Quad
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e.
Consideration of Wellborn Drive as a boulevard rather than a divider and provision of a
new quadrangle in West Campus for enhancing the physical and visual connectivity of the
two sections of the campus. [1]

Figure 21: The existing condition (right) and proposed design (left) of Wellborn Road

5.3.

General Policies

The designers adopted the following items as guidelines for developing the master plan: [1]
a.
The ratio of parking spaces to people should not be increased. Construction of parking
structures wrapped with functional uses should be encouraged to free open spaces from
surface parking areas.
b.
The pedestrian network should be enhanced to encourage walking as the main means
of transportation within the campus.
c.
Provision of underpasses that are accessible to all types of transportation can increase
the connectivity of the two sections of the campus.
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d.
Expansion of on-campus undergraduate/graduate housing. This will reduce the
dependability of students to motor vehicles.
e.
Development of a landscape program that is resource-efficient and regionally
consistent
f.

Development of a set of architectural principles to improve the campus cohesiveness

g.

Development of a master plan review process to monitor and modify it over time.

5.4.

Land use

The athletic section of the campus is located on south of the campus. Although Wellborn
Road divides the athletic section in 2, the athletic facilities are not dispersed around the
campus. Currently, the athletic zone is located within the following paths: Houston Street to
the east, George Bush Drive to the south, John Kimbrough Boulevard to the north and
Penberthy Road to the west.
The master plan neither expands the zone, nor relocates it.

Figure 22: Current land use
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Figure 23: Proposed land use

5.5.

Connectivity improvement

The map below shows the locations of the proposed underpasses for enhancing the
connectivity of west and east. At the intersection of Kimbrough Boulevard and Wellborn Road
(the closest location to Kyle Field) the confliction of vehicular and pedestrian networks is
avoided via allocating the underpass path to pedestrian and the surface path to vehicular
networks.
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Figure 24: Proposed locations of the underpasses along Wellborn Road

5.5.1. Pedestrian network
The map below depicts the major pedestrian network of the campus. According to the map,
Kyle Field, that is located to the south of the network has close access to the main pedestrian
circulation of the campus from its north side. Proposition of the underpass at the intersection
of Wellborn and Kimbrough Boulevard, that is located along the southern part of the
pedestrian network, can significantly enhance the pedestrian connectivity of the stadium to
West Campus and the athletic facilities located to the west of Wellborn Road.
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Figure 25: The main pedestrian network of the campus

Definition of path types (for example pedestrian-only or mixed use paths) should be defined
via appropriate usage of shades and pavement. [1]
5.5.2. Shuttle network
The master plan proposes a bus network system that connects different parts of the campus
in 3 layers. The outer layer (depicted in the below map in green) is close to Kyle Field and thus
convenient bus access to the stadium is provided.
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Figure 26: Map of the proposed shuttle network

5.5.3. Bicycle network
Currently, bicycle access to Kyle Field is provided via Houston Street on east of the stadium.
The master plan keeps the path and increases the bike connectivity of the stadium to the
campus via proposing additional bike paths and lanes north of Kyle Field.
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Figure 27: Proposed bicycle network

5.5.4. Service vehicle network
Limited access to the historic core of the campus is the master plan’s proposal for reducing
the conflict between the service vehicle path and the pedestrian path. However, access to
Kyle Field is provided via Houston Street.
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Figure 28: Proposed service vehicle network

5.5.5. Private vehicle network
The master plan suggests that access to the historic core of the campus should be limited
during business hours. However, access to Kyle Field via private vehicles is provided from east
(Houston Street) and north (Joe Routt Boulevard).
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Figure 29: Proposed private vehicle network

5.5.6. Parking
In 2004 there were two main parking spaces close to Kyle Field.

Figure 30: Location of existing parking spaces close to Kyle Field
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The master plans allocated three further spaces for parking within the athletic zone
and two others within 0.50 mile from the stadium.

Figure 31: Proposed Parking spaces

However, the current condition of parking spaces has nothing to do with the proposed
master plan. Not only there are vast areas are dedicated to parking lots around the stadium,
but almost all of them are surface parking spaces. The abundance and scale of the surface
parking spaces, specifically to the north-west of the stadium weakens the connection of Kyle
Field to West Campus. This is partially due to the availability of vast open spaces within the
campus (specifically in West Campus) that, in contrast to the University of Texas at Austin,
enables the university to provide sufficient parking spaces adjacent to its stadium.
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Figure 32: Existing surface parking spaces adjacent to the stadium

5.6.

Connectivity to neighborhood community

As the master plan explains, the connection between the campus of American universities
and their surrounding contexts is defined via a significant pedestrian linkage to a nearby
compact commercial district. [1]
In case of the campus of Texas A&M University, vast open spaces on three sides of the campus
are physical buffer zones that separate the campus from its local civic district.
The edge along University Drive is the only side of the campus for enhancing the spatial
integrity of the campus to its neighborhood. Furthermore, the master plan specifies that
improvement of the connection requires the collaboration of the university and the city, as
provision of appropriate mixed-use development and streetscape can attract students.
To this end, the City of College Station has prepared a development plan that includes the
following items: [1]
a.

Widening the side walks

b.

Narrowing down the lane from 12 to 11 feet

c.

Providing a median with street trees

d.

Introducing crosswalks with bulb outs at intersections
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To complement the undertaken project, the master plan proposes the following tasks to be
done by the university: [1]
a.

Planting a double row of street trees

b.

Building new buildings for enhancing the street edge

c.

Installing additional spotlights

The master plan expresses that the current condition of the green open spaces on the other
three sides of the campus should be preserved.
5.7.

Architectural guidelines

The master plan expresses that the following issues should be considered in designing new
buildings or renovating existing ones: [1]
a.

The relationship between buildings and the outdoor spaces of the campus

This item addresses the principles that define the hierarchy of transition for public/open
spaces to private buildings within the campus
b.

The form and massing of buildings

This item addresses the principles of locating and massing buildings that define street lines,
enhance the architectural character of the campus, and maintain the human scale of the
buildings.
c.
The design of their exterior walls, particularly the primary facades that address
quadrangles, streets, courtyards, and parks
This item provides a set of principles for improving the relationship between buildings and
open spaces for creating clearly defined spaces
d.

The design of building entrances

This item address the visibility and ease of recognition as well as direct relationship to open
spaces
e.

Colors and materials

This item provides the appropriate color and material palette that should be applied for
promoting the architectural characteristic of the campus
f.

Architectural expressions and details
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This item addresses the necessity of applying appropriate details for enriching the readability
of buildings’ facades and promoting the architectural language of the buildings of the
campus
The focus of the master plan is on academic buildings; in a way that it doesn’t provide any
specific recommendations for improving the integrity of Kyle Field to the campus in
architectural terms. Furthermore, no specific master plan for the athletic zone was prepared
to address the spatial organization of the athletic facilities and/or their relationship to the rest
of the campus.
On the other hand, on May 1st, 2013, the university approved a 450 million dollar renovation
project that is expected to get finalized in 2015.
Thus, I will analyze the architectural aspects of the stadium of the university based on both its
current condition and the renovation design proposed by Populous.
The 2004 master plan had proposed the construction of three additional buildings adjacent
to Kyle Field to enhance the street lines of Joe Routt Boulevard, Wellborn Road and Houston
Street on north, west and east of the stadium respectively. By the start of the renovation
project, just one of the structures (Gillian Indoor Track Stadium and McFerric Athletic Center)
was constructed. The approved renovation design keeps the structure, but provides a
different open space buffer zone around the stadium.

Figure 33: Proposed master plan of the campus
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Figure 34: Gillian Indoor Track Stadium and McFerric Athletic Center

5.8.

Kyle Field redevelopment

The redevelopment project has the following components: [2]
a. Demolition and replacement of the entire west side stands and press box and the lower
(first level) of the first side seating
b. Demolition of Read Building and G. Rollie White Coliseum
c. A new “South End Zone Lower Level” to include an area for press, interviews, 12th Man
Productions, computer operations, football locker room and recruiting room, a new lower
seating deck with chair-back seating and access via a new concourse to the Bright Building
Nutrition Center which will serve as a club on game days.
d. A new “South Side Upper Level” with a capacity of 12000 that is expandable to seat 19000
e. Lowering the field by 7 feet and relocating it 18 feet to the south to allow an additional 6
rows of seating around the stadium
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Figure 35: Location of the former Rollie White Coliseum (red) and Bright Building Nutrition Center (green)

5.9.

Analysis of the architectural aspects of the existing condition of the stadium

Currently the stadium is located around 210 feet south of the edge of Joe Routt Boulevard.
Considering that by 2015 its location will be shifted 18 feet to the south, the structure will not
participate in defining the edge of the boulevard.
Considering that it is located to the south edge of campus, adjacent to West Campus zone
and away from the academic core of the campus, its form doesn’t define a structured pattern
of open spaces in the format of quadrangles, yards, or parks. In fact, the area defined by Joe
Routt Boulevard on north, Houston Street on east, Wellborn Road on west and George Bush
Drive on south is composed of 2 main structures (Kyle Field and Gillian Indoor Practice
Stadium) plus a handful of smaller buildings that are spread in the area without an organizing
pattern. The open space that contains two main surface parking zones has no defined
geometry and no identifiable relation to the built structures.
In terms of tree coverage, the area doesn’t have more than a handful of trees on its left side
(along Wellborn Road) and several more in front of the north side of the stadium.
The pedestrian path along Wellborn is not wide enough, and has no green buffer zone. The
inadequacy of enough leakage and lighting and seating furniture makes it an unwelcoming
path for pedestrians.
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Figure 36: View of the pedestrian path along Wellborn Road

The west entrance to Kyle Field is a totally vehicular entrance to the parking zones that cover
all the open space in front of the stadium. The vehicular access that extends to almost the
west edge of the stadium leaves no buffer zone in the format of green spaces of pedestrian
plazas on the west of the stadium and thus further specifies the dominance of vehicular
access on this side.

Figure 37: West entrance to Kyle Field
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Although the horseshoe form of the stadium makes it open on south, Bright Nutrition Center
blocks the view from/to the stadium and thus, disturbs the visual connection between the
stadium and the campus’s southern neighborhood.

Figure 38: Bright Nutrition Center is located in front of Kyle Stadium

However, the open space in front of the north side of the stadium has a different architecture
character. Joe Routt Boulevard is dedicated to non-vehicle transportation. This feature is
identifiable due to appropriate usage of signs, paving and urban furniture. A plaza on the
north side of the stadium provides a pedestrian buffer space that extends from Wellborn
Road to Houston Street. The plaza gets wider (due to the stadium’s set back) in front of Kyle
Field that makes it more recognizable.
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Figure 39: The pedestrian boulevard to the north of the stadium

Appropriate application of seating and lighting elements better define the buffer zone.
Crimson red that is the institutional color of the university is used for signs and titles.

Figure 40: Urban furniture in front of the north side of the stadium

The facades of the stadium are mainly made up of concrete panels and lime stone or brick,
which are the main materials used in the campus, are rarely used. The stadium has a
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monotonous white color that is in contrast to the warm color of different shades of brown
that are the major colors of the elevations of the buildings in the campus.

Figure 41: The stadium doesn’t follow the main material and color palette of the campus

5.10. The 2013-2015 renovation
The redevelopment of Kyle Field is the most extensive collegiate stadium redevelopment
project in history. The façade of the structure will be composed of the traditional materials
used in the campus: limestone, brick and glass. Red brick is chosen to reflect the institutional
color of Texas A&M University.
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Figure 42: Aerial view of the renovation design shows the appropriate usage of materials and colors

Houston Street that is the path for the walk of the Aggie Football Team will be completely
redeveloped via new landscaping and decorative paving.
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Figure 43: Application of paving for defining the gathering zone in front of the east side of the stadium

The enhancement will start from the intersection of Houston Street and George Bush Drive on
south to the intersection of Houston Street and Joe Routt Boulevard on north.

Figure 44: View of Houston Street and the east side of Kyle Field
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At the corner of Joe Routt Boulevard and Houston Street (north-east of the stadium), the
stature of E. King Gill (the original 12th man) will be installed. Improving the pre- and posttailgating experience of fans is another major goal of the project that is addressed via a
network of pedestrian-friendly streets, plazas and parks around the stadium.

Figure 45: The north-east corner of the stadium

To this end, Kyle Field Park that will be located north of the stadium between Kyle Field and
the Memorial Student Center will be the main gathering location of Aggies for tailgating.
A symbolic statue of 12 students will be installed in front of the east side of the stadium that is
traditionally the student zone of the stadium.
The west side of the stadium that is currently dedicated to surface parking space, will be
turned into an upscale pedestrian plaza that leads premium ticket holders to their seats.
Furthermore, the Hall of Champions with concessions and merchandising options will be
located to the west of the stadium. The Hall of Champions will act as the museum of the
stadium and due to its size will be capable of hosting large scale events. [4]
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Figure 46: View of the west side of the stadium

On top of Hall of Champions 12 ultra-luxury suites with a total area of 960 sq. ft. will be
located. On the second deck the private club that extends from goal line to goal line will have
a capacity of 3500 club seats.
After the completion of the renovation project in 2015, this side will include 77 suites, a 3900seat club and 3 different sizes of loge boxes. [3]
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Figure 47: View from Hall of Champions

The capacity of the stadium will increase to 102500, making Kyle Field the third largest
collegiate stadium after University of Michigan’s Memorial Stadium and the Beaver Stadium
of Penn State University.
Application of a classic design for renovating the facades of the stadium that is based on
symmetry and protruded endings and entrances follows the general style of architecture
applied in the campus.

Figure 48: West elevation of the stadium
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While developing the luxury boxes and club level seating can financially support the project,
the additional facilities turn the stadium into a multi-use structure.
Provision of enhanced pedestrian plazas on three sides of the stadium is aligned with the
master plan’s goal of prioritizing walking over other means of transportation.

Figure 49: The new design provides pedestrian-friendly open spaces around the stadium
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Chapter 4 Notre Dame Stadium, Notre Dame University
1. History
The original design of the stadium was patterned after the University of Michigan’s Mammoth
stadium. [1] In 1920s Notre Dame Fighting Irish Football team played its home games at
Cartier Field. With the expansion of the team’s national presence, the Notre Dame Stadium
was built in 1930.

Figure 1: An aerial view of the stadium during one of the football team’s games in 1936 [1]

Over the past 84 years the stadium is remained as the home of the university’s football team,
its location is not changed and all the campus expansion programs are executed with respect
to the location of the venue within the campus.

Figure 2: An aerial view of the stadium and campus in the 1960s [2], Photo Credit: Joe Robbins
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Thus, in terms of history, the emphasis on the centrality of the stadium in addition to the
longevity of its presence in the campus have contributed in developing a sense-of-place over
time.

Figure 3: Map of the campus [3], the dominance of the stadium is conspicuous, Credit: Notre Dame University

1.1.

First Renovation

The 1996 renovation included the following construction elements: [2]
1.

Addition of 21000 seats to the capacity of the stadium

2.

Elimination of the first three rows of the permanent stand for improving sight lines

3.

All field seating

4.

New natural grass and new drainage system

5.

A new 3-tier press box on the west side with 330 seating for media

6.

New landscaping around the periphery of the stadium that gives it a park-like setting

7.

Expansion of the size of locker rooms by %200

8.

Expansion of the training room

9.

Light installation at all the four corners and above the press box

10.

Addition of 11 new openings for a total of 31

11.

Provision of two scoreboards at the two ends of the stadium

12.

Addition of Women’s toilets by 2.5 times
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The project was financed in tax-exempt, fixed-rate bonds. Furthermore, it is estimated that
within 30 years, the incremented revenue generated due to the expansion of the stadium will
exceed the debt service on the bonds by 47 million dollars.

2. Location
The stadium is located at the center of the campus and due to its size has a dominating
impact on the totality of the campus.

–––
Figure 4: The location of stadium in Notre Dame University’s campus

Furthermore, additional emphasis to the structure is made via its location that is at the
intersection of the main North-South and East-West paths that pass through the campus.
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––
Figure 5: The relation of the stadium to the main campus paths

In terms of functional zoning, the athletic facilities are located at the south-eastern section of
the campus. However, the location of stadium as the closest structure to the academic
buildings and residential halls of the campus provides further circulation around the venue
since accessing to other athletic facilities from within the campus requires passing around the
stadium.

Figure 6: The athletic zone of ther campus
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Furthermore, the parking areas for the game days don’t interfere to the spatial integrity of the
campus and as they are not located between the academic zone and the athletic zone, they
don’t spatially separate the athletic structures from the rest of the campus.

Figure 7: The location of ttadium’s parking lots

However, their direct access to main drives that connect the campus to downtown makes
them accessible for drivers.
The athletic, residential and academic sections of the campus are clearly defined zones with
good level of accessibility to each. This, besides the monumentality of the stadium at the
center make the spatial configuration of the campus easy to perceive.

3. Access
3.1. Vehicle Access
3.1.1. Car Routes
Access to the stadium is possible via the two major vehicular paths that run through the
campus: the south end of St Joseph Drive (the main North-South vehicular path of the
campus) is within 150 feet from the stadium while Moose Krause Circle (the main East-West
path of the campus) wraps the stadium. Access from downtown to stadium is provided via a
network of drives that are directly connected to one or both of the aforementioned paths.
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Figure 8: The Moose Krause Circle connects the stadium to South Bend’s main Drives

3.1.2. Bus Routes
Two main routes connect different parts of the campus as well as locations out of campus to
the stadium. Although none of the routes have any stops in front of the stadium’s gates, both
of them stop in front of the library that is within walking distance from the stadium.
However, it is predictable that due to the construction of new buildings on three sides of the
stadium and relocation of three departments, provision of additional stops adjacent to the
stadiums be considered.

Figure 9: Route 7 connects areas on the North-eastern side of the campus to the stadium
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Figure 10: Route 7A connects downtown on south to campus and stadium

3.2. Pedestrian Access
3.2.1. On-campus Access
As keeping the entire campus a pedestrian-friendly and walkable area is an
important aspect of the proposed master plan, provision of convenient and easyto-access walking pathways for connecting the stadium and the new facilities to
the rest of the campus is implemented in the project’s design.
First of all, the distance from the stadium to the Moose Krause Circle provides a
pedestrian area around the stadium that in the new design is developed further via
a new landscape design that guides fans and students to the gates of the stadium
and entrances of the buildings respectively.
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–
Figure 11: The open space between the stadium and the Moose Kraus Circle provides a pedestrian
buffer zone around the venue

Second, the main two clusters of undergraduate dormitories within the campus
are located along strong walking axes that indirectly connect the residential halls
to the stadium.

Figure 12: The spatial relation between the dormitories and the stadium
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As dorm-residing students are the main group who pass most of their time within the campus
and live at the closest distance from the stadium, provision of pedestrian access from the
residential halls to the stadium can attract students to further hang out around the place.

Figure 13: The main pedestrian axes are located adjacent to the residential halls. The axis connecting the
Hesburgh Library to the stadium is the only exception within the campus.

3.2.2. Out-of-campus Access
The Irish Green space that is a vast open area composed of curvy walkways, trees
and benches acts as a welcoming space and a shortcut to stadium for out-ofcampus visitors.
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Figure 14: The Irish Green Landscape acts as a welcoming space at the south gate of the campus

4. The Latest Expansion plan
The addition of new facilities and the renovation of the surrounding spaces of the stadium
can turn it from a structure that is used 10 to12 times per year to a year-round hub for
students and local residents.
On February 20th 2014, the university announced that the largest construction plan in its
history that would add three new buildings to the east, west and south sides of its stadium
was approved. The project that costs around 400 million dollars will significantly change the
appearance of the university’s iconic stadium and reconfigure the athletic section of its
campus.
Moreover, it is a completely new approach in expansion and renovation of collegiate
stadiums in nation in which academic buildings get physically connected to stadiums,
blurring the distinction between the academic and athletic departments and further
emphasizing on the role of sports in the American institutes of higher education.
Although majority of universities participating in collegiate football games have renovated
their stadiums in the past twenty years, the iteration and scale of such plans in the University
of Notre Dame has been unprecedented.

Stadium

Expansion/Renovation Date

Cost (in million dollars)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Amon G. Carter, Fort Worth, TX
Arizona, Tucson, AZ
Autzen, Eugene, OR
Beaver, University park, PA
Bill Snyder Family Football,
Manhattan, KS
Doak Campbell, Tallahassee, Florida
Grant Field, Atlanta, GA
Boone Pickens, Stillwater, OK
Huskie, DeKalb, IL
Bronco, Boise, ID
Bryant-Denny, Tuscaloosa, Al
California Memorial, Berkeley, CA
Camp Randall, Madison, WI
Carter-Finley, Raleigh, NC
Commonwealth, Lexington, KY
Cotton Bowl, Dallas, TX
Darrel K. Royal-Texas Memorial,
Austin, TX
Davis Wade, Starkville, MS
Folsom Field, Boulder, CO
Donald W. Reynolds Razorback,
Fayetteville, AK
Gaylord Family Oklahoma Memorial,
Norman, OK
Husky, Seattle, WA
Memorial, Clemson, SC
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
M.M. Roberts, Hattiesburg, MI
Neyland, Knoxville, TN
Notre Dame, South Bend, IN
Ohio, Columbus, OH
Ross-Ade, West Lafayette, IN
Ryan Field, Evanston, IL
Sam Boyd, Las Vegas, NV
Scott, Charlottesville, VA
Spartan, East Lansing, MI
Stanford, Stanford, CA
Tiger, Baton Rouge, LA
Vaught-Hemingway, Hollingsworth
Field, Oxford, MS
Williams-Brice, Columbia, SC

2010
2013
2002
2013
2013

164
2.26
80-90
12.6
10.7

2013
2002
2000
2007
2008
2006
2010
2001
2006
1999
2008
2009

2.41
75
286
16.7
12
47
321
109.5
40
27.6
57
27

2002
2003
1999

21
43
110

2000

125

2012
2011
2010
2008
2004
1997
2014
1995
2002
1996
1999
2000
2004
2005
2005
2002

261
50
226
31.9
136.4
53
400
200
70
20
1.2
86
64
90
60
25

1996

30

99

38

Yale Bowl, New Haven, CT

2007

30

Table 1: The list of stadiums with their dates and costs of renovation

Figure 15: The new buildings give the stadium a new spatial definition

In terms of campus experience, President John I. Jenkins believes: “At a time when some are
questioning the future of the residential college campus we believe the investment in these
new facilities, which will house new research and teaching venues, several academic
departments, a much-expanded student center, a digital media center and a variety of
hospitality and programming spaces, will greatly enhance the campus experience for all
those who study, live, work here and visit Notre Dame, as well as new amenities that will
deliver outstanding game day experiences for Irish fans. Since its founding, one of Notre
Dame's greatest assets has been the boldness of its vision– the ability to see possibilities and
connections where others saw only obstacles and fragmentation. This project continues that
boldness of vision.” [3]
The main goal behind the bold design is further integration of the academic and athletic
departments of the university. John McGreevy, the Dean of Collage of Arts and Letters
believes: “It will be an incredible educational experience. In terms of student learning and
faculty collaboration, it will be a huge step forward. Over time, we will almost forget that they
are rubbing up against the football stadium. The fact that it is next to the stadium will be a
nice bonus.” [3]
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Figure 16: The integrity of academic departments to the stadium

4.1.

Exterior

The stadium has preserved many elements from its original design by Kunte Rockne, the
legendary coach of the team in 1920s, in terms of massing, material, and details that resemble
the gothic design approach of academic buildings in North American universities.
The extension proposal follows the same approaches and takes a classical design pattern with
masonry construction materials to further integrate the building to its surrounding context.

Figure 17: The façade of the additional buildings
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As the construction of buildings on three sides of the stadium can considerably transform its
exterior image, close attention is paid to maintain the overall architectural qualities of the
surrounding buildings on the campus as well as the current exterior image of the stadium to
better blend the additional buildings to the site and keep the visual connectivity and integrity
of the stadium to its context.
Furthermore, the area between the stadium and the Debartolo Hall will turn into a pedestrian
walkway lined with trees and benches to emphasize on the pedestrian-friendly nature of the
campus, attract more people to the expanded complex, and spatially connect it to the
academic and residential sections of the campus.

Figure 18: The path connecting the stadium and the Debartolo Hall is pedestrian-friendly

4.1.1. Provision of Means of Attraction
Younger fans have shown their interests in having further access to data and video and the
inquiry will be addressed via enhanced broadband connectivity and video facilities.
4.2. Extensions
4.2.1. West Building
Facilities: student life services including space for student organizations, a recreation center
and a career center, and 3000-4000 premium seats for the stadium and supporting club
amenities
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The 9-story building will mainly be composed of flexible spaces for students’ extra-curricular
activities:
a.

Levels 1 and 2: additional spaces for the student organization space and
administrative offices, student meeting rooms, a dining hall and graduate and
undergraduate lounges. [2]

Figure 19: View from the Cafe

At the moment, the student organization space and administrative offices are located in
LaFortune Student Center. The plan will complement the center and provide additional
spaces for the organization.
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Figure 20: The current location of the student organization center (LaFortune Hall)

b.

Levels 3 and 4: Recreational sports and fitness facilities [2]

Figure 21: View from the Rec Center

Currently the Rolfs Sports Recreation Center is a recreation facility for the university affiliates.
After the opening of the extension buildings, the center will be dedicated to university’s
men’s and women’s basketball teams. The provision of the new recreation hall connects the
fitness center to the stadium and brings students closer to the football team’s venue.
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Figure 22: The Rolfs Sports Recreation Center will host the basketball teams of the university

a.
Level 5: The career fair center of the university with 40 interview rooms, multiple
training rooms and conference areas, advising offices and an employer lounge. [2]
The current working press space located at this level will be integrated to a premium seating
area of the stadium.
b.

Level 6: Mechanical Support

c.
Level 7: A 500-seat student ballroom, club seating for football and booths for NBC
Sports telecasts of home football games.
d.

Level 8: Premium stadium seats with views to both campus and the field.

e.

Level 9: Club seating and luxury boxes
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Figure 23: View from the club

f.

Basement: Food service space for all the three buildings

The distribution of function in the west Building reveals that the first 5 stories of the building
are dedicated to student services, while the upper stories that are more public are used for
expanding the stadium’s capacity.
However, the integrity of extra-curricular spaces to recreational facilities provides a new level
of comfort for students. Moreover, the popularity of the spaces within the building can turn it
into a new hub within the campus.
4.2.2. South Building
Facilities: Department of Music and the Sacred Music at Notre Dame program
The intention for relocating the Department of music and the Sacred Music program is as
follows:
a. Music and sacred music are growing programs and are in need of additional spaces
b. The relocation of the programs brings them closer to other performing arts departments
and centers located at the south side of the campus.
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Figure 24: Crowley Hall of Music (the current location of the Department of Music and Sacred Music program)

The establishment of the Department of Music and Sacred Music program at the South
Building gets along well with The O’Shaughnessy Hall of Arts and Letters, Snite Museum of
Arts and the DeBartolo Performing Arts Center.
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Figure 25: O’Shaughnessy Hall of Arts and Letters, Snite Museum and DeBartolo Performing Arts Center

In terms of spatial integrity to the stadium, the first floor of the building, while being
composed of recital and rehearsal halls is the entrance to the stadium as well (The Leahy
Gate). Aside from the 350-person club/lounge on the 3rd floor and the mechanical room on
the 6th floor, the rest of the stories are composed of rehearsal rooms, class rooms and offices
of the Department of Music and Sacred Music program.
4.2.3. East Building
Facilities: departments of anthropology and psychology, a digital media center and 30004000 premium seats for the stadium and supporting club amenities
The main reason for relocating the Departments of Anthropology and Psychology is almost
similar to the reason for relocating the Department of Music and Sacred Music program:
a.
The offices and laboratories of the Departments of Anthropology and Psychology are
located in various buildings in the campus and after the opening of the East Building, they
will be in one place.
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b.
The Departments of Anthropology and psychology will be closer to other social
sciences departments like the College of Science and international institutes. [2]

Figure 26: The location of social sciences departments (The Hank Family Center for Environmental Sciences,
Galvin Life Sciences Center, Jordan Hall of Science)

The configuration of spaces in the East Building is almost similar to that in the West Building.
The first 5 stories of the building are dedicated to academic spaces, the mechanical room is
located on the 6th floor, and the upper 3 stories are almost stadium-related spaces:
a. Level 7: Outdoor club seating for football and outdoor terraces and a large space that can
get doubled in size as a club area and flexible classroom
b. Level 8: Outdoor club seating for football
c. Working press box, radio booths and a club area with indoor and outdoor premium seating
for football. [2]
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Figure 27: View from the East Building

The construction of three buildings on the east, west and south sides of the stadium and
leaving the fourth side (north side) open reveals another design strategy. For years the
stadium looks the main library (Hesburgh Library) of the university on north and Touchdown
Jesus mosaic is visible from inside the stadium. Furthermore, the two iconic structures of the
campus make a strong visual and spatial axis that construction of a fourth building on the
north side of the stadium would alter it. Thus, to keep the spatial essence of the stadium and
preserve its connecting ties to its surrounding place, the designers decided to leave the north
side unchanged.
In fact, the stadium is more famous, specifically for non-local residents, for its view of the giant
mural that looms over the stadium. The view that is now a part of the collective memory of
both the local community and non-local people is among the items that defines the sense-ofplace for them.

Figure 28: The view of the mural from the stadium
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Chapter 5: Memorial Stadium, University of Michigan
1. Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor is a college town in the State of Michigan. Found in 1824, it has been the
home of the University of Michigan since 1837. With a population of 113934 (2010), it
is the 5th largest city in Michigan. Since its foundation, the city has experienced
continuous growth except for the Depression of 1873. [1]
During 1960s and 1970s, the city gained reputation for its left-wing politics, antiVietnam War movement and civil rights movement. With 30000 employees, the
University has an important impact on the economy of the city. The city is usually
listed among the best cities to live in the United States. [1]
The city has a total area of 28.7 sq. miles and is nicknamed Tree Town due to dense
forestation of its parks and residential areas. The residential districts of the city have a
variety of architectural styles ranging from classic 19th century and early 20th century
designs to ranch-style houses. Tower Plaza that is a 26-story condominium located
between the campus and downtown is the tallest building in the city. The 19th century
style buildings of Old West Side neighborhood are preserved intact and the district is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Figure 1: Downtown of Ann Arbor

1.1. Climate
The city has a Midwestern humid continental climate with four distinguishable
seasons. Winters are cold with moderate to heavy snowfalls and summers are hot
and humid.
2. University of Michigan
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The University of Michigan is the oldest institute of higher education in the State
of Michigan. It was found in 1817 in Detroit, but was relocated to a 40-acre land
parcel in Ann Arbor in 1837. Today, the 40-acre area is the location of Central
Campus. [2]
The university has a total campus area of 3177 acres and 43426 students (2012). [2]
2.1. Campus
Today, the campus of the university is divided into 4 sections: the North, Central,
South and Medical Campuses. Couth Campus and Central Campus are contiguous,
but North Campus is not physically connected to them. Different sections of the
campus, specifically North Campus and Central Campus, are connected to each
other via a network of bus transportation system. [2]
As the campus and the city grew simultaneously, there is no distinct boundary
between them and a number of university-owned buildings that are scattered
through the city intensify this state further. [2]
2.1.1. Central Campus
Central Campus was the original location of the 40-acre land. Majority of
the old buildings in the campus, such as the President’s House, that is the
oldest building of the campus as well as the only one remained from the
original 40-acre buildings, is located on Central Campus. Ten buildings on
Central Campus were designed by Albert Kahn between 1904 and 1936
including Hill Auditorium and Burton Memorial Tower. Majority of the
buildings in Central Campus are classical or gothic. [2]
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Figure 2: Hill Auditorium

2.1.2. North Campus
North Campus, that is the most contiguous campus of the university, was
built on an approximately 800-acre farmland that was bought in 1952. Eero
Saarinen designed the first master plan of North Campus as well as a couple
of its buildings in 1950s.
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Figure 3: Earl V. Moore Building (School of Music) by Eero Saarinen

2.1.3. South Campus
South Campus is the home of the athletic facilities of the campus, including
Michigan Stadium, Crisler Arena, and U-M’s gold course.
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Figure 4: Crisler Arena

3. Michigan Stadium
Michigan Stadium was built in 1927 and since the time has been the home of the
University of Michigan’s Wolverine Football Team. With a capacity of 109901that is
expandable to 115000, it is the largest stadium in the United States, the 3rd in the
world and the 31st largest sports venue. [3]
Before the construction of the stadium, the university’s football team played its games
in Ferry Field, a 46000-capacity stadium that was built in 1906 that after the relocation
of the university’s football team is converted to a track and field venue. [4]
Besides football matches, the venue is used for hosting graduation ceremonies and
hockey games. [3]
The stadium was fashioned after Yale Bowl. Before 1968, the stadium maintained the
policy of No women of children allowed on the field. [3]

4. Campus master plans
Since 1960s, the local planning firm of Johnson, Johnson and Roy has been
responsible in developing the master plans of the university. Till 1997, the campus did
not have a comprehensive master plan that would include all the sections of the
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campus. Instead, each of the four campuses has its own master plans. However, in this
year, Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates studied a master plan that included all the
campuses. [5]
The first master plan of Central Campus was prepared in 1963 and updated in 1987.
The first master plan of South Campus and North Campus were prepared in 1991 and
1984 respectively. The master plan of North Campus was updated in 2008. [5]
The first master plan of Medical Center was prepared in 1980. The master plan had
suggested demolishing the old hospital that was constructed in 1925. Since a new
hospital was constructed in 1986 and the old one was demolished in 1989, the 1980
master plan had to be revised. Thus, a new master plan for Medical Campus was
developed in 2005. [5]
As the stadium as well as the rest of the athletic facilities of the university is located in
South Campus, I will focus on the spatial configuration of this part of the campus.
4.1. Early campus master plans (1963-1991)
4.1.1. South Campus master plan
4.1.1.1.

History

Recreation facilities were introduced to campus in 1856. Indoor facilities
were located what is today the West Engineering/Undergraduate Library
and outdoor facilities were located on the northeast corner of the Central
Campus. [6]
By the turn of the century, it was obvious that the 40-acre area could not
accommodate additional facilities that were needed for the growing
university. At this time, two strategies were applied:
a. Expanding the campus for providing enough room for further growth
b. Relocating the facilities that were less dependent to Central Campus.
For instance, the medical facilities were relocated adjacent to Catherine
and Observatory Streets and formed the Medical Campus of the
university, while athletic facilities were relocated south of the campus
core and formed South Campus. [6]
The purchase of a 120-acre parcel of land on South State Street
provided the site for constructing Ferry Field. Later on the area was
expanded to 80 acres and additional facilities like the recreation fields,
and track and baseball fields were constructed. [6]
During 1920s South Campus faced another expansion phase and the
new stadium of the university as well as the gold course was
constructed during this period. [6]
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However, during 1960s, the growth in student enrollment made the
university to relocate some of its administrative buildings to South
Campus. [6]
4.1.2. Location
South Campus has an approximate area of 250 acres and is
bordered by commercial and residential uses. [6]
The 20-minute walk distance between Central Campus and
South Campus prevents the university to introduce academic
buildings to South Campus. Instead, administrative buildings are
relocated to North Campus and South Campus to empty room
for further development of academic facilities within Central
Campus. [6]
The linkage between Central Campus and South Campus passes
through commercial and residential districts. The space, at the
time of preparing the master plan did not reflect the spatial
characteristics of the campus and lacked visual connections or
appropriate vehicular and pedestrian access networks. [6]
The southern edge of South Campus has undergone significant
commercial and residential developments and the improvement
of the vehicular system for meeting the development provide
appropriate access to/from the campus and the surrounding
neighborhood. [6]
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Figure 5: Map of South Campus

Currently, golf course takes the bulk of South Campus’s area and the built
athletic structures are located north of it. Athletic facilities are divided in two
sections in South Campus.
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Figure 6: Golf Course (yellow), administrative zone (red), northwest athletic zone (green) and northeast athletic
zone (blue)
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The first group that consists of Michigan Stadium, Crisler Center,Michigan
Stadium North Plaza buildings and Davidson Player Development Center are
located on the north-west zone of South Campus that is bordered by E Keech
Avenue on north, S Main Street on west, E Stadium Boulevard on south and
Kipke Drive on East.

Figure 7: The athletic facilities located on northwest of South Campus

The second group that consists of Al Glick Field House, Bennie Oosterbaan
Field House, Glenn E. Schembechler Hall, Indoor Hitting Facility buildings,
Softball Center, Yost Ice Arena, Indoor Track Building, Ray Fisher Baseball
Stadium, Athletic Maintenance Building, Donald B. Canham Natatorium,
Intramural Sports Building, Clifford P. keen Arena, and John P. Weidenbach Hall
are located on north-east part of South Campus that is defined by S State Street
on east, E Hoover Avenue on north, the railroad on west and E Stadium on
south. Revelli Hall that belongs to the School of Music and Ross Academic
Center are the only non-athletic facilities in this zone.
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Figure 8: Athletic facilities on north-east of South Campus (red) and non-athletic facilities (yellow)

The linear zone area that divides the athletic zone into two is the location of
several administrative buildings. This zone is defined by E Stadium Boulevard
on south, the railroad on east, Greene Street on west and E Hoover Street on
North.
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Figure 9: The administrative buildings between the two athletic sections of South Campus

Although the curvy geometry of the stadium and Crisler Center and Davidson
Player Development Center cannot define the linear street line of their adjacent
paths (S Main Street on west and E Stadium Boulevard on south), the
appropriate design of open spaces around the facilities contributes to defining
the green buffer zone as well as pedestrian circulation around the facilities.
Furthermore, the west side of the stadium is aligned to S Main Street to better
define the street edge.
The vast green open space on east of the first group of athletic facilities
(including the stadium) provides a buffer zone for separating the
administrative zone from these athletic facilities that enhances the pedestrian
accessibility of the structures and hosts the surface parking spaces that are
used for tailgating by football fans in game days.
Furthermore, the pedestrian space connects the athletic facilities to each other
and defines a buffer zone between the stadium and parking spaces.
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Figure 10: Pedestrian buffer zone (yellow) and green open space (red)

4.1.3. Transportation network
4.1.3.1.
Vehicular transportation
Access to both of the athletic zones in South Campus is provided via a vehicular network that
passes around all sides of South Campus:
South: E Stadium Boulevard
West: S Main Street
West: S State Street
North: E Hoover Avenue
Furthermore, Greene Street that passes through the site provides additional access to the
stadium, Crisler Center, Davidson Player Development Center and various administrative
buildings within the site.
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Figure 11: View from S State Street

Figure 12: View from E Hoover Avenue

Figure 13: View from S Main Street
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Figure 14: View from E Stadium Boulevard

Figure 15: View from Greene Street

4.1.3.2.
Pedestrian access
As mentioned earlier, the distance between South Campus and Central Campus is more than
10 minute-walk distance. Definitely the distance is even farther between South Campus and
North Campus. Thus, a comprehensive pedestrian network for connecting South Campus to
the rest of the campus is not developed.
However, pedestrian access from/to South Campus and the rest of the campus is available via
the out-of-campus pedestrian path along S Division Street and Hill Street.
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Figure 16: View of S Division Street

Figure 17: View of Hill Street

4.1.3.3.
Bus access
Both the on-campus shuttle and the civic bus system provide access to the athletic facilities of
South Campus. Bus stops are located on all the peripheral paths as well as Greene Street.
Totally, 6 bus stops are located around the Stadium.
The following image shows the maps of two routes that provide access from/to South
Campus and North Campus.
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Figure 18: Commuter South and Commuter North bus route maps

4.1.3.4.

Bicycle Access

Bicycles do not have direct access to the stadium; however, the city bike lanes along Hoover
Street and State Street (on north and east sides of South campus respectively) provide access
from Central Campus and local neighborhood to South Campus. However, the existence of 23
bike parking spaces adjacent to most of the buildings within South Campus encourages the
usage of bicycles within South Campus.
None of the bike parking spaces is located adjacent to the stadium; however, 10 of the bike
parking spaces are within walking distance from the stadium.
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Figure 19: Map of Bike routes and bike parking spaces in South Campus

4.1.4. Parking spaces
Abundant surface parking spaces are available on north, east and south-east of the campus.
Access to these parking spaces is provided via E Keech Avenue, S Main Street, E Stadium
Boulevard, S State Street, and Kipke Drive.
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Figure 20: Surface parking spaces adjacent to the stadium

4.2. Architectural aspects
4.2.1. 2007-2010 renovation
In 2007, the stadium underwent a 226 million dollar-renovation and expansion project that
included the improvement of existing facilities as well as providing new features. The most
significant aspects of the project are as follows: [7]
a. Increasing the total capacity of the stadium to 109901 that preserves the rank of the
stadium as the largest venue among collegiate and professional stadiums in the
United States.
b. 83 new suits and 3200 outdoor club seats
c. More restrooms
d. Wider isles
e. Wider bench seats
f. More handicapped-accessible seats
g. 30 per cent noise increase at field level
h. Exterior renovation
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4.2.2. Exterior renovation
An open-air fan concourse has replaced the previous surface parking space on the west side.

Figure 21: The pedestrian concourse around the stadium

Furthermore, new sideline structures are constructed along east and west wings. Before 2007,
the stadium barely had a definable exterior. The bowl was almost dug in the ground and
white-sleek structural elements that held the upper seating structures were the main visible
architectural elements.
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Figure 22: The stadium before renovation

The new brick veneers, however, provide a new look to the stadium. Brick is one of the main
materials used in the campus and application of brick provides further coherency between
the stadium and the rest of the buildings within the campus.

Figure 23: Brick structure along the east side of the stadium
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To provide further design details and color variety for the facades, two shades of brick and 57
different brick shapes were used.

Figure 24: Different brick blends and shapes applied in designing the new veneer

Furthermore, with heights ten feet higher than the scoreboards, they define a new skyline for
the venue and reinforce the monumental presence of the structure in South Campus.
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Figure 25: Michigan Stadium and Crisler Center

At both ends of the brick structure of east and west sides, two towers are constructed that
specify the classical style of architecture used in designing the exterior of the stadium and
specify the four corners of the stadium zone where the gates of entry to the stadium are
located.

Figure 26: Two towers frame the east elevation of the stadium

Application of the same color palette in improving the pavement of the entrance gates
increases the visual integrity of the structure.
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Figure 27: New pavement at the entrances to the stadium

Moreover, the application of the same material type and color palette in designing the Crisler
Center as well as the William Davidson Player Development Center that are the major
structures constructed adjacent to the stadium improves the architectural identity of this
section of the campus.
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Figure 28: Crisler Center

Currently the north and south end zones are open. However, the buildings that will be
constructed on north and south end zones are planned to host additional restrooms and
concessions, first-aid, police, security and will-call functions. [8]
Furthermore, application blue and maze colors reflect the institutional color of the university.

Figure 29: View from the stadium
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Chapter 6: Bryant Denny Stadium, University of Alabama
1. Tuscaloosa
Tuscaloosa is a college town in west of central Alabama. It served as the capital of
Alabama from 1826 to 1846 and currently is the 5th largest city in Alabama with an
estimated population of 93357 (2012). The city that was found 1819 is the home of
the University of Alabama, the largest university of the State of Alabama. [7]
Furthermore, the city is famous for its University’s Crimson Tide football team in a
way that the city leaders adopted the moniker The City of Champions after the
team’s winning of the BCS National Championship game in 2010, 2012 and 2013.
[7]
The city experiences a humid subtropical climate with 4 distinctive seasons. Rain is
abundant but snowfall is rare. [7]
The University is located on the north-east side of Tuscaloosa’s downtown.

Figure 1: Map of the downtown of Tuscaloosa

2. University of Alabama
University of Alabama is the flagship of the State’s higher education system. It was
founded in 1831 and has a student body of 34852 (2013). It is located in the heart
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of the city with the total area of 1970 acres. The football team of the university is
among the 10 winningest programs nationwide. [8]
3. Bryant Denny Stadium
Bryant Denny Stadium is the home of the University of Alabama’s football team
(Crimson Tide). The stadium is located on the south-west side of the campus and is
one of the few university-owned stadiums with 100k+ capacity.
General information [9], [10]
The stadium is the replacement of the Denny Field that was the first home of the
football team of the University between 1915 and 1928. Denny Field was located at
the southern edge of the campus that today is the site of Byrd Hall, Parker-Adams
Hall and a parking lot. [11]
3.1 Major expansions
3.1.1. 1998
In 1998 the east upper deck was added to the Stadium. Heery-Chambless-Adams
Firm was the designer of the project that added 10000 bleacher seats and 81
skyboxes in two levels including 63 16-seat and 18 24-seat skyboxes. Moreover, a
new east-side entrance tower, a brick façade and reception areas for the
Scholarship and A-Club level patrons were added. The total cost of the expansion
was 35 million dollars. [9]

Figure 2: Walk of Champions
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3.1.2. 2004
In 2004 major changes were made to the north zone that included the
construction of the Walk of Champions, addition of a new upper deck and 3 levels
of skybox that brought the total number of the skyboxes of the stadium to 123.
The project cost 47 million dollars. [9]

Figure 3: Entrance of the North Zone

3.1.3. 2010
In 2010 the south zone of the stadium was expanded. The project added a 2-level
South Zone club with 1700 seats and 36 skyboxes. 8500 seats were added on the
upper deck as well. The project cost 65.6 million dollars that was around 15 million
dollars less than the initial estimation. [9]
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Figure 4: View of the south zone

4. Early campus master plans
4.1. Pre-2007 master plans
The spatial organization of the campus dates back to pre-Civil War era. William Nichols,
in 1928, prepared the first master plan of the campus based on the American
principles of campus design. [2]
Nichols used the campus of the University of Virginia as a pattern for developing the
spatial organization of the campus. His design era (1828-1865), today known as the
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Antebellum Campus phase, was marked by the application of the academic village
concept and the development of the quadrangle area (today known as The Quad).

Figure 5: View of the original quad in 1859

Although the quadrangle area as well as majority of the university’s buildings was
destroyed by the Union cavalry during the civil War, four buildings from that period
still exist within the campus 2. [4]

2

The four buildings are Gorgas House, President’s mansion, Old Observatory (Maxwell Hall) and The Guard House.
[3]
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Figure 6: President’s mansion

Moreover, a new quad was replaced the original one in late 19th and early 20th century.
[4]

Figure 7: view of the new Quad
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After the Civil War, Andrew Jackson Davis developed a new master plan for the
campus based on the campus plan of the Virginia Military Institute. This era (18651906) is called the Victorian Campus phase. [3] The initial buildings were constructed in
the Woods Quad and consisted of the Clark Hall, 3 barracks-style buildings, Garland
Hall, Manley Hall, Woods Hall and a main building, that were flanked around a
courtyard. [3]

Figure 8: Clark hall

Figure 9: Woods Hall
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All the buildings constructed in this era, such as Barnard Hall and Tuomey Hall are characterized by their
rich English Gothic style details. [3]

Figure 10: Barnard Hall

At the turn of the century, Parsons and Company, a landscape design firm, developed the
Greater University Plan that was prepared to define the growth pattern of the campus in the
next 50 years. [3] It was during this period that the campus became automobile-oriented,
took a modern view and diverged from its classic architectural character. [6]
At this time, Frank Lockwood designed a couple of the buildings of the yellow brick campus to
the north of the main Quadrangle. After the construction of the buildings, the university
decided to use red bricks for the rest of the buildings, since it could obtain them from the
local market. [3] The buildings surrounding the Quad were constructed in this period. [3]
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Figure 11: Morgan Hall, building of the yellow brick campus era

In terms of architectural language, the buildings constructed in this era have the following
characteristics: [3]
a. Classical columned porticos with deep recessed entries
b. Articulated red brick exteriors with stone trim
The University has decided to preserve this architectural language and apply it in the
construction of new buildings. [3]
4.2.

Pre-2007 planning characteristics

The 2007 master plan lists the following items as the design characteristics of the master
plans developed before 2007: [6]
a. Establishment and reinforcement of major and minor campus axes
b. Development of the boundaries of open spaces via the exteriors of multi-story
academic buildings
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c. Definition of the position of new buildings according to previous master plans
d. Addition of landscaping, site furnishing and infrastructure circulation in each period to
reinforce the integrity of buildings to their surrounding contexts
4.2.1. Nichols’ master plan
A north-south axis defined the spatial organization of the campus. Considering the local
climate, the arrangement of dormitories parallel to the axis provided solar heat gain while the
open arrangement of buildings let summer breezes flow among spaces.

Figure 12: The master plan of Nichols (1829)

4.2.2. Post-Civil War master plan
Construction of new buildings expanded the footprint of the campus. The expansion plan
was designed with respect to Nichols’ north-south axis. The new buildings were arranged
around a quadrangle and defined a secondary, east-west axis.
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Figure 13: The post-Civil War master plan (1880s)

4.2.3. Greater University Plan
In 1907 the Greater University Plan defined a new major east-west axis and proposed the
construction additional academic buildings that had two characteristics:
a. Neo-classical style
b. Yellow brick material

Figure 14: The Greater University Plan
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4.2.4. Million Dollar Plan
In 1922 the University developed a master plan according to which the central open space of
the campus would be enclosed by additional buildings. Furthermore, the Denny Chimes that
is the most recognized landmark of the campus was located along the main north-south axis.

Figure 15: The Million Dollar Plan

4.3. The 2007 master plan
4.3.1. Vision
The vision of the master plan was to re-establish the original development plan of the campus
that was based on the American concept of campus design and to make the campus more
pedestrian friendly. [6]
To achieve this vision, the university defined the following goals: [6]
Preserving the campus core, its landmark structures, engaging open spaces, and sense of place
a. Regenerating the vitality of the campus through a comprehensive, phased strategy and
implementation system.
b. Integrating new construction through incremental infill set in traditional patterns in a
manner that strengthens legibility and the open space system.
c. Adapting buildings and facilities to accommodate innovation and expansion.
d. Planning future campus expansions in an efficient pattern, accommodating additional
housing in traditional residential villages organized around shared open spaces and
featuring endearing architecture.
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4.3.2. Design Strategies
a. Open spaces: enhancement of the open spaces within the center of the campus and
development of new open spaces according to the arrangement of buildings. Open
spaces in the areas outside of the center of the campus have less formal characters. [6]
b. Pedestrian access: development and enhancement of the pedestrian network for reestablishing walking as the main means of transportation within the campus.
Development of a bicycle network system can further reduce the usage of vehicles
and release open spaces within the campus that are dedicated to parking lots. [6]
c. Addition of a new academic complex for engineering and sciences in the central core
of the campus and residential villages at the peripheries of the campus.

Figure 16: The proposed master plan (2007) - existing buildings are shown in grey and proposed ones in red
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The shift of the means of transportation priority from vehicles to non-vehicles can be seen in
the proposed master plan. In the above image, the golden areas define the paths dedicated
to pedestrian, bicycle, transit and service vehicles and general vehicles are guided through
the rest of the paths that are shared with non-vehicular means of transportation as well.
4.3.2.1.

Architecture language

The campus of the University has adhered to the American concept of university campuses
since its initiation in 1831. New buildings are located according to the geometrical patterns
developed in previous plans and designed to reinforce physical axes and enhance visual
perspectives. Furthermore, they define the geometries of open spaces via framing their
boundaries.
4.3.2.2.

Spatial development of the campus in the past 30 years

In the past 3 decades, the University has prepared master plans in 1985, 1993, 1999, 2007 and
2012. The direction in addressing the physical expansion of the campus in the first three
master plans was based on developing the vehicular circulation for providing access to areas
with lower density. Based on this approach students and faculty became further dependent
on vehicular means of transportation.
However, under the guidance of President Robert Witt, the University decided to return to its
original development pattern roots that were based on the American campus planning
principles. Thus, the priority in developing the transportation network of the university was
shifted from vehicle routes to pedestrian routes. The master plan proposed the
implementation of a new transit system based on the development of pedestrian and bicycle
routes and adherence to traditional campus building densities for improving the walkability
of the campus.
4.3.2.3. Access paths design principles
The master plan considered the following items as the guidelines for enhancing and
developing the transportation network of the campus: [6]
a. Major campus streets provide the appropriate setting for major academic precincts, with
key buildings organized along them in a traditional manner.
b. Pedestrians take precedence over bicycle and automobiles in the campus core.
c. A primary pedestrian circulation system interconnects campus residential areas with the
academic core.
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d. All campus streets are designed to provide equal status to the movement of automobiles
and bicycles.
e. A campus transit system provides a dependable, convenient and efficient alternative to the
automobile.
f. The pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle access and parking systems are organized to direct
internal vehicular trips by way of campus transit.
g. Vehicular access to the campus core is restricted during the day.
h. Parking is managed as a limited resource, especially.
i. New parking facilities are situated outside the core and are accessible to the surrounding
road network.
j. Commuter student parking is situated toward the perimeter and served by the transit
system.
Furthermore, the master plan expresses that the spatial organization of the athletic areas of
the campus should prevent the creation of remnant open spaces that detract the
purposefulness of the overall cohesiveness of spaces.
4.4.

Architectural guidelines

4.4.1. Materials and details
The University of Alabama encourages designers to apply the following list of materials and
design considerations in their proposals: [3]
4.1.1.1. Materials
a. Red brick exterior
b. Stone or pre-cast concrete trim
c. Stone or pre-cast concrete columned entries
4.1.1.2. Design details
a. Fenestration of single hung operable windows with divided lite
b. Detailed correctly and proportioned ornamentation for cornices and exterior
surfaces
c. Architectural screening of mechanical and electrical equipment
4.4.2. Zones
According to The University of Alabama Architectural Guidelines, provision of the
guidelines is aimed to recognize the identity of the campus and reinforce it via the
construction of new buildings according to it. [3] As the text clarifies, the facades of
building and the exterior spaces they shape define the identity of a campus [3] and the
architectural guideline addresses both of the aspects.
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To define appropriate architectural guidelines, the master plan divides the campus
into 4 zones: [5]
a. Central realm
b. Intermediate realm
c. Residential realm
d. Gateways

Figure 17: The 4 zones of the campus according to the 2007 campus master plan
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4.4.2.1. Central realm
The central realm is characterized by its neo-classical buildings that surround the
Quad. The center of the campus as well as the oldest buildings of the campus is
located in this realm.
4.4.2.2. Intermediate realm
The realm is a buffer zone that connects the center of the campus to its outer
context. The zone has a relaxed classical expression. In this section, the guidelines
concerning massing, form, and placement should be met; however, the treatment
of the envelope is relaxed in architectural detail. [5]
4.4.2.3. Residential realm
In this zone, the classic architectural detailing should be maintained, while the
classic concepts of axis, symmetry and order can be relaxed to further integrate the
residential blocks with their surrounding environments.
4.4.2.4.

Gateway

In this zone the highest expression of the classical style of architecture is expected,
as the University prioritizes first image over local context. [5] Thus, the buildings in
this section should reflect the architectural heritage of the center of the campus.
4.4.3. Design standards
The master plan emphasizes on the consideration of the following issues for the
further development of the campus: [5]

a.
b.
c.
d.

4.4.3.1. Placement
The buildings should define the shape of the outdoor (open) spaces
The buildings should maintain the building lines of streets
The buildings should reinforce the formal relationships of the buildings
The buildings should encourage and provide pedestrian paths

4.4.3.2. Axes and symmetry
a. The buildings should follow and reinforce current organizational axes of the
campus
b. The buildings may define further local axes with their adjacent buildings
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4.4.3.3. Form
a. The buildings should ensure the continuity of campus structures. To achieve
this goal, the massing, scale, gravity, proportion, symmetry, and the crownshaft-base organization of buildings should follow the principles of classic
architecture.
4.4.3.4. Envelope
The appropriate palette of materials is determined according to the following
items:
a. Prevalent materials of the campus buildings
b. The principles of classic architecture
In this regard, brick and limestone are the two appropriate materials to be used in the base of
the buildings. Brick is also the main material for shafts and limestone and stone-like materials
can be used as trims and accents.
In the same way, brick and stone (or stone-like materials) are the main materials used in the
crowns of the buildings of the campus.
The emphasis on the application of the principles of Classic architecture is visible in the
University’s Architectural Guidelines that exemplifies different aspects of Classic Architecture in
extensive details. However, the publication fails to provide general suggestions or examples
that would define appropriate design approaches at campus-scale (such as landscape design,
open space organization, buildings’ relations to accessory routes, parking lots, etc.)
4.4.4. Functional zones
In terms of function, the master plan defines 5 categories: [6]
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Figure 18: Map of the functional zones of the campus

a. Academic and administrative support
This section that is shown in red is mainly located at the center of the campus.
b. Campus housing
This section that is shown in yellow is organized around the central campus.
c. Athletic and recreation
This section that is shown in green is mainly located to the east of the campus.
However, the stadium is located to the south-west of the campus and has no
physical connection to the rest of the athletic facilities of the campus.
d. Support functions
This section that includes the cultural and medical services is shown in blue
and is located in two distinct sections: one adjacent to the east side of the
center of the campus and one to the east periphery of the campus.
4.5. Campus development proposal
The master plan provides the following proposals for developing the academic
and residential sections: [6]
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a. Academic section: the major extension of the academic section belongs to the
development of the engineering and sciences buildings to the north-east of
the academic section. [6] Availability of enough infill spaces as well as proximity
to the center of the campus is the main factors for this proposal.
b. Residential section: as the university increases its enrollment capacity,
construction of new residential halls becomes necessary. The master plan
proposes the infill areas to the south, west and east of the center of the campus
as well as the open spaces that are currently occupied by parking lots for
locating new residential buildings. [6] Proximity to the academic core of the
campus is the main factor for this proposal.
4.6. Design strategies
Based on the aforementioned design principles, the master plan provides the
following enhancement proposals:
4.6.1. Pedestrian network
a. All modes of transportation and circulation system should yield to
pedestrian network. [6]
b. To minimize the confliction between the vehicular and pedestrian
circulation paths, the routes of the core of the campus will be kept as
vehicle-free as possible. [6]
c. New sidewalks and walkways should be constructed to connect all the
spots of the campus via the pedestrian circulation path. [6]
d. The pedestrian paths should have adequate levels of shade. [6]
e. Appropriate pavement should distinguish solely pedestrian paths from
mixed-use pedestrian, bicycle and transit paths. [6]
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Figure 19: Map of the proposed pedestrian circulation network

4.6.2. Bicycle network
Usage of bicycles as a cheap, convenient and environment-friendly means of transportation is
recommended. Development of the bicycle circulation network will be based on expansion of
off-street bicycle paths and development of on-street bicycle lanes. Pavement and signage
can be applied for defining the usage of each path. [6]
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Figure 20: Map of the proposed bicycle circulation network

4.6.3. Vehicular network
While development of a pedestrian –friendly campus environment is the man goal of the
master plan in addressing the transportation circulation within the campus, designing an
efficient network of vehicular paths that provide access to different sections of the campus
can enhance transportation convenience as well. The map below defines the proposed
network of streets that are vehicle-accessible.
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Figure 21: Map of the proposed vehicular circulation network

4.7. Climate consideration
The master plan provides the following proposals for minimizing the impacts of site
microclimates: [6]
Application of non-flat roofs
Prevention of heat islands via maximizing shade with plantation or building canopies
Designing large paved areas on north side of buildings
Shading parking areas up to 50% within 5 years

4.8.

Design implementation
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The master plan insists on the maintenance of the initial spatial organization of the campus
via respect to axes, architecture styles, appropriate usage of materials, balance between the
open spaces and buildings and prioritization of pedestrian network over the rest of the means
of transport common within the campus.
4.8.1. Streetscape
The massing, location and orientation of the buildings adjacent to major streets of the
campus should define the visual and physical boundaries of streets. The map below specifies
the street edges that should be defined by the campus buildings.

Figure 22: Map of the major and minor build-to-lines

As the stadium is not located adjacent to the major axes of the campus, provision of an
artificial bounding wall (like the proposal offered for the stadium of the University of
Austin) is not necessary. In contrast with the University of Austin’s proposal, the
stadium of the University of Alabama is exempt from following the street line of its
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adjacent street as well and the buildings located on the other side of the street as well
as the buildings to the north of the stadium are the only structures that frame the
street.

4.8.2. Entrances
The master plan proposes to locate the entrances towards the campus and away from the
community to avoid disruption. [6]
Considering the stadium’s capacity and its adjacency to the local community, the appropriate
location of the entrances becomes even more important.
The entrance of the stadium is located at the north side of the structure facing the University
Boulevard, which avoids confliction with the adjacent traffic network (Paul W Bryant Drive to
its south and Wallace Wade Avenue to its west).

Figure 23: The position of the entrance of the Stadium (red) and the vehicular paths (blue) around the Stadium

4.8.3. Parking spaces
Based on the master plan’s proposal, vehicular parking spaces should be re-located to the
peripheral spaces of the campus. As the stadium is located at the south-west corner of the
campus, the proposal doesn’t reduce the parking spaces around the stadium.
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Furthermore, as the transportation network is developed to encourage pedestrian and bicycle
formats of transportation, provision of adequate bicycle racks around the stadium (as well as
the rest of the campus) becomes necessary.

Figure 24: Map of the available parking places adjacent to the Stadium: residential parking zones (orange), west
commuter parking zone (red), south-east commuter parking zone (green), reserved lots (black), faculty parking
zone (yellow)

The map below shows the current location of bicycle racks adjacent to the stadium.
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Figure 25: Location of the bicycle racks adjacent to the Stadium

Parking spaces during the game days (tailgating areas) are distributed within the campus and
except the parking area on the south-east side of the stadium, the rest of the major parking
areas are not located close to the stadium.
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Figure 26: Map of the parking lots in game days

4.8.4. Gateway landscaping
Gateways should contain lighting, signage and appropriate landscaping to create a sense of
arrival. [6]
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Figure 27: Gateway landscaping in front of the Stadium

4.8.5. Access paths
4.8.5.1. Pedestrian paths
The master plan significantly increases the accessibility of the stadium via pedestrian network
via dedicating the Colonial Drive on the east of the stadium to pedestrian circulation. This
side walk directly connects the stadium to the quad and defines an important pedestrian axis
on the west side of the campus.
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Figure 28: Proposed pedestrian walkway adjacent to the stadium

4.8.5.2. Bicycle paths
As mentioned earlier, the master plan develops two types of bicycle routes:
Off-street bicycle paths
On-street bicycle lanes
The two circulation networks should be connected to each other and cover all sections of the
campus to provide a convenient transportation network throughout the campus.
The map below shows the master plan’s proposed bicycle circulation network.
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Figure 29: Map of the proposed bicycle paths – on-street bike lanes (red) and multi-use
paths (blue)

The master plan indicates that for each street designated for bicycle lanes, signage and
pavement should be applied to appropriately define bike lane paths. One lane on either side
of such streets should be provided.
4.8.5.3. Shuttle network
Currently, four different routes have bus stations adjacent to the stadium and thus, access to
the stadium from different parts of the campus is provided. However, since the Colonial Drive
should serve as a pedestrian walkway, modification of the path of the routes that pass
through the drive is necessary.
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Figure 30: Map of the paths of the shuttle routes that pass in front of the stadium

4.8.5.4. Climatic considerations
The entrance plaza of the stadium is located to the north of the stadium to provide maximum
shade. Furthermore, planting trees along the Colonial Drive is predictable, since the master
plan has proposed the drive to be used as a pedestrian path.
4.8.5.5. Landscape
Except on the south side, the stadium zone doesn’t have a defined landscape structure. While
a row of trees define the boundary between the vehicular and pedestrian areas in front of the
south side of the stadium, the east, north and south sides lack sufficient tree cover.
As provision of shade for pedestrian areas as well as enhancement of their visual aspects and
better definition of an improved hierarchy of spaces between the buildings and open spaces
is among the goals of the master plan, it is proposed to plant trees along the boundaries of
the stadium zone as well as on the sides of the pedestrian path that connects the University
boulevard to the entrance of the stadium.
This strategy increases the cohesiveness of the format of design applied for the open spaces
of different sides of the stadium. Furthermore, since planting rows of trees along the
pedestrian paths as well as the major access routes of the campus is proposed in the master
plan, the design can further integrate the structure to the context of the campus.
The image below shows the proposed plan for improving the tree coverage of the campus.
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Figure 31: Current (left) and proposed (right) campus tree cover

4.8.5.6. Façade
4.8.5.6.1. Style
The University applied a similar architecture style for all the facades of the stadium during the
expansion periods to provide a harmonious exterior format to the stadium.

Figure 32: Rendering from the south zone

Furthermore, the design follows the principles of classic architecture, as emphasized in the
master plans and as the prevalent style of architecture in the campus.
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Figure 33: The expansions follow the order of base-shaft-crown principal

4.8.5.6.2. Material
Brick and stone are the main materials used for developing the facades of the stadium. This is
aligned to the prevalent material used for the buildings of the campus as well as the
proposed material palette provided in the 2007 and 2010 master plans.
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Figure 34: the exterior of the stadium before renovations

Figure 35: Stone and brick used to enhance the exterior of the stadium in a classic style
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4.8.5.6.3. Buffer space
The buffer space between the stadium and the surrounding vehicular path is significantly
improved. Thus, the stadium zone is better defined and the boundary between the structure
and the vehicular paths is better defined.

Figure 36: the condition of the open space in front of the stadium (before expansions)
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Figure 37: Enhanced condition of the open space in front of the stadium (after expansions)

4.8.5.6.4. Entrance
The Walk of Champions in front of the main entrance to the stadium contains the following
architecture characteristics and urban furniture elements: [9]
A brick plaza that connects the University Boulevard to the north end zone entrances
16 monuments set into the walkway
Signage and lighting elements follow the design guidelines of the 2007 master plan and are
similar to those used in other parts of the campus.
Though not implemented yet, planting trees (as proposed in the master plan) will further
define the spatial character of the open space and further integrate it to the rest of the
campus.
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Figure 38: The front sign and lights

Figure 39: Walk of Champions
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5. The 2012 master plan
The 2012 master plan is, in fact, an addendum to the 2007 master plan, as it focuses on
the development of the168-acre parcel of land purchased in 2010 rather than
providing a comprehensive design for the entire campus. Furthermore, the 2010
version is built upon the principles defined in the 2007 master plan and shows no shift
of approach in defining the strategies for enhancing and developing the campus in
future.
Thus, the proposals for the spatial organization of the campus in the areas belonged to
the University before 2010 are still valid. Since Bryant Denny Stadium is located at the
south west of the campus, far away from the grounds of Bryce Hospital (that are
located on the north-east of the campus), the recent master plan doesn’t provide any
new proposals for the development of the areas around the Stadium. In this section, I
will provide a summary of the important aspects that generated the applied direction
of designers for developing the 2010 master plan.
In 2012, KPS Group, the designated master plan consultant, and Dan Wolfe, the
university planner of University of Alabama, prepared the latest version of the
university’s campus master plan. Preparation of an updated version of the university’s
master plan became necessary due to the following issues:
1. Purchase of the 168-acre Bryce Hospital property in 2010
2. University’s decision in expanding its programs and increasing student
enrollment
5.1. Spatial growth since 2007
In 2010 the university purchased Bryce hospital’s property and appended its 168acre grounds to its campus.
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Figure 40: the location of Bryce Hospital grounds within the campus of the University of Alabama

5.2. Student enrollment growth since 2007
University of Alabama’s enrollment has increased by more than 9000 between
2007 and 2013. [1] The University plans to enroll 35000 students by 2020. [2]
Educational Year
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014

Enrollment
25580
27052
28807
30232
31747
33602
34852

Table 2: University of Alabama’s enrollment increase over a period of 7 years

5.3. Strategic concept
As defined in the University of Alabama campus master plan, the updated master
plan extends the progress directed by the previous plan, and resolves the issues of
access, way finding and circulation, architecture, landscape, utilities and service,
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security, and the health of the natural environment, balanced in a way that continues
to support the realization of the mission of the University.” [2]
To achieve this goal, 4 general qualities were proposed to be met: [2]
a. Unifying the extended campus through coordinated, long-term renewal,
reinvestment and improvement
b. Extending the University’s physical vision, built upon American campus
planning traditions, consistent with University’s historic building initiatives
c. Continuing investment in accordance with the First Principles of the 2007
Campus Master Plan
d. Assuring that campus investment is consistent with the vision presented by the
Campus Master Plan and Design Guide.
5.4. Development objectives
The master plan identified the following items as the development objectives of
the master plan: [2]
1. Maintain the historic development pattern of the campus in its extension to the
former Bryce Hospital campus to intertwine the two historic campuses and
integrate them to a unified environment. [1]
2. Keeping the academic zone in the core of the campus and developing residential
complexes to its surrounding spaces and the athletic facilities at the peripheries of
the campus.
3. Expansion and extension of the university’s campus transit system
4. Development of the vehicular access system across the unified campus
5. Preservation of the urban forest feature of the campus as an element that
characterizes the open spaces
5.5. Proposed strategies
To achieve the aforementioned goals, the master plan proposed the following
strategies: [2]
1. Addition of parking spaces toward the perimeter of the campus
2. Significant enhancement and addition to tree cover within the campus
The map below shows the proposed master plan of the campus.
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Figure 41: Master plan of the Campus of the University of Alabama
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Chapter 7: Design Proposal
The review of the case studies shows that each project had to address specific requirements;
however, some common design approaches are identifiable. These common approaches can
be classified into two categories:
a. Architectural scale including renovation of facilities, installation of new
equipment, building expansion and remodeling facades
b. Urban scale including development of pedestrian and vehicular access,
urban furniture, pavement, improvement of focal points along axes
(such as entrance gates, green areas, location of bus stops) and
definition of the location of new buildings in future development
I address urban scale issues in my project. Architectural scale design items are out of the
scope of my thesis.
Furthermore, the case studies show that the coherency of design language of the furniture,
application of the institutional colors and mascots, prioritization of pedestrian transportation
over other means of transportation, definition of the pavement based on the suggested
material palette and usage of appropriate urban elements, such as signs and sculptures,
should be considered in developing the design proposal.
1. University Park
University Park is the main campus of the Pennsylvania State University. The
athletic zone is mainly located on east campus and academic zone is located on
west and central campus. Rec Hall is the most important athletic structure that is
remained on west campus after the relocation of the Beaver Stadium and
construction of subsequent athletic facilities on east campus in 1959.
University Park is located in the college town of State College, a home rule
municipality in Center County, Pennsylvania. Beaver Stadium is the largest
structure in State College.
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Figure 1: The map of State College
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Figure 2: The distance of the Beaver Stadium from the Rec Hall and downtown

2. Curtin Road
Curtin Road along with the Pollock Road is one of the two main east-west paths of
the campus. However, it is the only path that connects the two ends of the campus
to each other. Rec Hall and Beaver Stadium are located on the west and east ends
of the road respectively. Some of the major structures of the campus, including the
Pattee and Paterno Library, the College of Arts and Architecture complex and
Berkey Creamery are located along the path.
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Figure 3: Map of the academic and athletic zones. Curtin Road is shown in red.
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Figure 4: Functional zones of spaces on the north and south sides of Curtin Road. Red: Academic, Yellow:
Athletic, Green: Office/Administrative, Blue: Dormitory. The pictures show the existing condition of the road.
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Figure 5: The name of the structures on the north and south sides of Curtin Road.

3. Design elements
3.1.

Walk of Champions

As I discussed earlier, a range of different design strategies were applied for developing or
enhancing the spatial configuration of stadiums in the selected case studies. Notre Dame
University is planning to add academic spaces to its stadium. On the other hand, the design
proposal for the University of Texas at Austin’s master plan includes the construction of a set
of academic buildings adjacent to Darrell K. Royal Stadium. As mentioned before, the design
cuts the amount of open parking spaces considerably.
None of these strategies are applicable for the athletic zone of the University Park Campus.
The athletic department of the university plans to expand, rather that shrink the parking
spaces surrounding the Beaver Stadium. Moreover, Penn State University doesn’t have any
plans to construct further buildings – except for the expansion of the Natatorium – in the
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athletic zone 3. Thus, no addition to the existing structures in the athletic zone is proposed in
this project.
Instead, I propose to develop a walk of champions between the University Drive and the
Stadium. This concept, that is already applied in the University of Alabama, improves the
spatial organization of the area between the University Drive and the Stadium, serves as a
ceremonial path during the game days, and along with the entrance gates, marks the east
end of the Curtin Road.

Figure 6: Walk of Champions

3

I discussed about the Athletic Department’s plans for the spatial development of East Campus with Steve
Watson, the University Planer of Penn State University’s Office of Physical Plant.
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Figure 7: Plan and cross section from the Walk of Champions

3.2. Pavement
Brick is already used in some parts of the campus, specifically in front of the Hub
Robeson Center. It is the selected material for paving Curtin Road; however, the
herringbone pattern is used to distinguish this path.
3.3. Gate
The gate that replaces the existing structure in front of the All Sports Museum is
designed to signify the eastern entrance to the campus (from Curtin Road) and to
better define the east end of the Curtin Road. The elements frame the Nittany Lion
mascot and are noticeable from distant when lit at night.
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Figure 8: Gate

3.4.

Furniture

3.4.1. Bus Shelter
The back and side panels of the bus shelters will be used to advertise athletic
events or publicize academic achievements. White and blue are used to
colorize different elements of the shelter.
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Figure 9: Bus shelter

3.4.2. Bench
Simplicity of design, ease of usage and minimum space occupation were the
key criteria in designing the bench. Each bench has a bike rack for the
convenience of the cyclists.
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Figure 10: Bench

3.4.3. Bike Rack
Bike racks are composed of a set of individual elements that are installed below
ground level to keep pedestrian paths clear as much as possible. Each rack is
composed of a set of individual elements that rotate independently around
their own hinge.
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Figure 11: Bike Rack

3.4.4. Traffic Control
Traffic control elements have similar design and operating systems to the bike
racks. However, they have a covering lid to maintain the ease of vehicular
transportation when not used.
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Figure 12: Traffic Control

3.4.5. Light
Each Light element is composed of a base and a transparent top (that
eliminates light). Athletic and/or academic posters are printed on the
transparent surfaces to further reflect the academic and athletic characteristics
of the path.
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Figure 12: Light
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3.5. Views
The existing condition and the proposed design are provided in the following
images.
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Appendix: Diagram

